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September 17 Monday — Tlie School opens. 
December 22 Saturday — Christmas recess begins.
1924
January 5 Saturday — Christmas recess ends.
January 14-18 First Semester examinations.
January 19 Saturday — Mid-year recess begins.
January 26 Saturday — Mid-year recess ends.
fetconli feirmcsftet
January 28 Monday — Second Semester begins.
April 12 Saturday — Spring recess begins.
April 19 Saturday — Spring recess ends.
May 19-23 Final examinations.
May 28 Commencement.
g)fBcc l?0Utg
The office hours of the Law School are from 9 a.m. to 
9 P.M. every weekday from August 20th to June 1st. From 
June 1st to August 20th the office will be open daily and on 
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Winthrop High School)
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GLEASON L. ARCHER, LL.B., Dean.
HIRAM J. ARCHER, LL. B., Professor of Constitutional Law.
Began teaching in Suffolk Law School in 1907. Direc­
tor of Review Department since 1915.
K.\RL G. B.'XKER, LL.B., Professor of Torts and Sales.
Connected with Faculty since September, 1918. Law 
office at 101 Tremont Street, Boston.
HORACE H. ATHERTON, JR., Professor of AVills & Probate.
Appointed to Faculty in September, 1921. Register 
of Probate, Essex County.
FRANK J. bON.AHUE, LL.B., Professor of Corporations.
Former Secretary of the Commonwealth.
Member of Industrial Accident Board.
Appointed to faculty in September, 1921.
GEORGE A. DOUGLAS, LL.B., Professor of ('riminal Law, Agency 
and Evidence.
Professor Douglas was a member of the first class to 
graduate from Suffolk Law School. He was appointed 
to the Faculty in 1910. Law office at 6 Beacon Street, 
Boston.
FREDERICK O. DOWNES, LL.B., Professor of Conflict of Laws 
and Carriers.
Appointed to Faculty in September, 1907. Law office 
at 63 State Street,
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THOMAS F. DUFFTf, LL. B., Professor of Bills & Notes and Part­
nership.
Appointed to Faculty in September, 1917. Law office 
in Waltham.
WHjMOT R. EVANS, JR., LL. B., Professor of Dee<ls, Mortgages & 
Easements.
Trustee of Suffolk Law School since cliarter was 
granted. Law office in Pemberton Building, Boston.
HENRY P. FIELDING, Esq., Professor of Criminal Law and 
Agency.
Appointed to Faculty in September, 1921. Assistant 
District Attorney of Suffolk County, Boston.
FK.VNCIS P. GARLAND, LL. B., Professor of Evidence and Practice. 
Appointed in September, 1922. Connected with law 
firm of Hurlburt, Jones & Hall, 53 State Street, Boston.
ARTHUR V. GETCHELL, LL. B., Assistant Professor Real Prop­
erty.
Appointed in September, 1922. Law office in Boston.
LEO J. HALLORAN, LL. B., Assistant Professor of Equity and 
Wills.
Appointed to Faculty in September, 1922, Law office 
at 40 Court Street, Boston.
WILLIAM H. HENCHEY, LL.B., Professor of Torts.
Former Mayor of Woburn. Also former head of Legal 
Department of U. S. Internal Revenue. Appointed in 
September, 1921. Member of law firm of Mitchell & 
Hcncbey, Little Bldg., Boston.
GEORGE F. HOGAN, LL.B., Professor of Sales.




JOHN L. HURLEY, LL. B., Professor of Contracts.
Appointed to Faculty in March, 1919. Law office at 
18 Tremont Street, Boston.
FRANK KEEZER, Professor of Landlord & Tenant.
Author of “Keezer on Marriage and Divorce.” Ap­
pointed to Faculty in September, 1921. Law office at 
10 State Street, Boston.
WILLIAM J. LEONARD, LL. B., Professor of E(iuity.
Appointed to Faculty in September, 1918. Connected 
with the Equity Division of Superior Court of Suf­
folk County.
ALEXANDER R. SMITH, JR., LL.B., Professor of Real Property. 
Appointed to Faculty in September, 1922. Law office 
at 10 State Street, Boston.
OEORGE H. SPILLANE, LL.B., Professor of Contracts.
Appointed to Faculty in September, 1921. Law office 
in Lowell.
H.4RBY L. THOMPSON, LL.B., Professor of Bankruptcy.
Appointed to Faculty in September, 1916. Law office 
at 6 Beacon Street, Boston.
JOSEPH E. WARNER, LL.B., Professor of Constitutional Law.
Former Speaker of Massachusetts House of Represen­
tatives. Appointed to Faculty in December, 1922. 
Assistant Attorney-General of Massachusetts, State 
Hjouse, Boston.
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A. ('HKSLKY Y'OKK, LL. B., Professor of Corporations and Kills & 
Notes.
Appointed to Faculty in September, 1908, Assi.stant 
Attorney-General of Massachusetts, State House, Bos­
ton.
LEO WYMAN, LL. B., Professor of Practice and Pleading.
Appointed to Faculty in 1920. Law office at 18 Tre- 
mont Street, Boston
. . V,\ ,
Dean Archer “visiting'’ lectures. This inachine, with its loud speaking 
device, delivei’s audibly in the Dean's office the lecture 
that is going on in an.v desired lecture room.
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/N September, 1923, SnFKOLK Law School udll begin its eighteenth academic year. From a loxdy beginning of nine students in September, 1906, it has risen with 
such rapidity as already to hax’c become one of the largest 
law schools in the xcorld.
l^igtoctcat femitmacg
D
uring sovontcon years it has won national recogni­
tion as a training school for lawyers. Its first 
eight years were a succession of struggles and hard­
ships. The competition and hostility of rival schools for a 
time threatened to overthrow the institution. One of the 
bitterest legislative contests in the history of education in 
Massachusetts, with two vetoes from a hostile governor, 
were features of the opposition that the school was obliged 
to meet in its three-year struggle for degree-granting 
powers. But with the signing of the Suffolk Law School 
charter by Governor David I. Walsh, in March, 1914i, a 
great era of growth was ushered in. The following chart 
illustrates in graphic manner the life story of the school.
Stbcntfcn gtatg oC SmttDlR Eeto S>cpol
1906-07 .................................. 14 students
1907-08 .................................. 44 students
1908-09 .................................. 113 students
1909-10 ................................. 114 students
1910-11 .................................. 74 students
1911-12 .................................. 94 students
1912-13 .................................. 108 students
1913-14 .............................. 135 students
1914-15 .................................. 314 students
1915-16 .................................. 460 students
1916-17 .................................. 510 students
1917-18 war year............. 446 students
1918-19 war year................. 333 students
1919-20 .................................. 591 students
1920-21 .................................. 761 students
1921-22 .................................. 1072 students
1922-23 .................................. 1512 students
1]
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According to statistics of law school attendance for 1922­
1923, compiled by the American Law School Review, Suf­
folk Law School is now, in point of numbers, the largest 
law school in America.
jRfto IjDmc Dt tSf &c5dd1
From the sitting room of a modest apartment in Rox- 
bury, where the school made its home during its first year, 
1906-07, the physical equipment of the institution has kept 
pace with its growth in numbers.
From September, 1907, to March, 1909, it was located 
at 53 Tremont Street, Boston. Having outgrown this tem­
porary home, it moved into larger quarters in Tremont 
Temple where it remained for over five years. Victory in 
the Legislature in March, 1914, was rightly interpreted 
by the Trustees as a signal for a new growth that would 
render necessary an entire building for the school.
In July, 1914, Suffolk Law School purchased the build­
ing at 45 Mt. Vernon Street, and remodelled it for use. 
A three hundred percent increase in the student body, 
however, during the first year rendered necessary further 
enlargement. During the summer of 1915 an annex was 
built which for five years provided adequate lecture space. 
The close of the world war, however, was the signal for a 
new period of growth.
In October, 1919, Dean Archer called the trustees to­
gether and set before them the urgent need of a more ade­
quate school home. He was appointed chairman of the 
Building Committee. A campaign was immediately inaugu­
rated. Despite the unsettled condition of the times and one 
of the worst building crises in the history of Boston, the 
campaign progressed to a successful conclusion. The pres­
ent school home was dedicated April 8, 1921.
The new building has an east frontage of one hundred 
and ten feet on Temple Street, and a west boundary of 
similar extent on Ridgway Lane. Its south frontage of 
eighty-eight feet, the front elevation of the building, is on
12
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Dcnie Street, facing the rear wing of the State House. It 
thus occupies an entire block, nine brick buildings having 
been demolished to make place for it.
Large as it is, however, the unparalleled growth of the 
school has within two years of its dedication made necessary 
more lecture space.
On February 15, 1923, the trustees of the school pur­
chased the property between it and the First Methodist 
Church, as the first step in the erection of an annex to be 
devoted entirely to lecture halls, also permitting the en­
largement of our present library. Construction work will 
probably begin in August or September (after present ten­
ants vacate), so that the annex may be ready for .use in 
September, 1924i.
In the meantime Suffolk Theatre, the school auditorium, 
is being utilized to accommodate the first year classes.
a^Dbctit (equipment
The new Suffolk Law School building is one of the most 
up-to-date school buildings in the world. It is absolutely 
fire-proof. Its boiler-room is equipped with oil-burning boil­
ers. It has the very latest improvements in ventilation, 
sanitation and automatic heat control.
The Dean’s office is equipped with a dictagraph de­
vice, stations of which are located in each of the lecture 
rooms. By throwing a key the Dean is enabled to hear tlie 
actual lectures throughout the building, thus making it pos­
sible for him to visit lectures without leaving his office chair.
a Ci)=fl>pcratibc Jngtttutfon
The students of the school are the sole beneficiaries of its 
financial success. Suffolk Law School is a charitable educa­
tional corporation created by a special act of the Massa­
chusetts Legislature (Acts of 1914, Chap. 145). It has
14
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neither stockholders nor capital stock. Through the gener­
osity of its founder, who had maintained the school at his 
own expense during its first eight years, the new corporation 
at its organization received by deed of gift all right, title 
and interest in the institution, so that no individual could 
thereafter profit from its financial success. The trustees 
serve without salary. All earnings above current expenses 
go into the building fund, building improvements or perma­
nent endowment of the school.
Since 1914 Dean Archer, as Treasurer, has pursued a 
“pay-as-you-go” policy, keeping expenses down to the 
minimum. The teaching staff and other workers receive 
modest salaries. Not only that, but the usual heavy over­
head expense of a large institution has been practically 
eliminated in SuflFolk Law School by a highly original sys­
tem of records and accounts. Instead of a largo staff of 
clerks, bookkeepers, stenographers, a secretary, a dean, and! 
a treasurer, the duties of all arc performed by Dean Archer 
and his secretary, with the help on school evenings of at­
tendance clerks and the assistant-treasurer, who receives tui­
tion.
Even during the erection of the present building the du­
ties of building contractor, purchasing agent, payroll 
treasurer and the like were carried without additional help. 
By this saving of overhead expense and the absence of com­
missions and profits. Dean Archer erected the building at a 
cost to the school 30 per cent below the lowest bid from con­
tractors. By this light overhead expense, and the fact that 
the Dean’s income from his books enabled him to loan to the 
institution practically his entire salary during five years of 
heavy expenses, the school has met every financial obligation.
During the past two years more than one-half the gross 
receipts from the school have been devoted to the payment 
of interest and the reduction of principal on building loans 
by which the present building was financed. Even with the
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contemplated enlargement of the building the school should 
be completely out of debt, at its present rate of progress, 
within the next twelve years. It thus presents the unique 
spectacle in these days of a self-endowing educational insti­
tution.
pf itg
While the growth of Suffolk Law School is unprecedented 
in law school annals, there is yet an even more remarkable 
feature of its history. The school was founded without a 
dollar of financial backing. Until recently it has been 
maintained absolutely without endowment and on the lowest 
tuition charge of any law school in New England
But what is more important than financial considerations, 
Suffolk Law School was founded by a young lawyer who had 
definitely dedicated himself to the cause of the ambitious 
sons of the working classes, from whose ranks he himself 
had sprung.
He was born in the backwoods of Maine, one of a large 
family. At thirteen years of age he became cook in a lumber 
camp. For five years thereafter, in spite of hardships and 
the ridicule of his rough associates, he devoted his odd mo­
ments to study. At nineteen he entered high school in a dis­
tant part of the state. By toil of every description, from 
farm labor to newspaper reporting, he earned his way to a 
brief course in college. Upon graduation from law school 
and admission to the Massachusetts Bar in June, 1906, he set 
about the immediate founding of Suffolk Law School.
Thus did the founder of the institution bring to his task 
a deep knowledge of the needs of the workingman, and espe­
cially the evening student. A born teacher and organizer, 
with lofty ideals and an indomitable will, he attracted to the 
school an able faculty and loyal friends.
He has been the guiding spirit of the institution through-
16
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out its history. He has written many successful law text­
books, some of which have won international recognition, 
selling in as widely separated points as Holland and Japan.
Title !agig»gton ot S>uftolft Eato SicSooI
The controlling motive of Suffolk Law School has been, 
and is, not only to educate its students in the law, but to 
broaden their mental visions and to inspire them with lofty 
ethical ideals. History has demonstrated that the great lead­
ers of every age were, almost without exception, bom in pov­
erty, denied educational advantages in boyhood, and obliged 
to educate themselves at odd moments while doing a man’s 
work in the world. The same immutable principle is in 
operation today—the earnest souls who now toil in the even­
ing schools to fit themselves for life will be found in the 
front ranks of our civilization of tomorrow.
The mission which Suffolk Law School has consciously 
embraced from its inception is to make lighter and surer the 
path of these aspiring young men.
CogmopoKtan Cfiatactcc ot ti&c Sicgopl
The students of Suffolk Law School come from far and 
near. Their ages range from seventeen to sixty. Bankers, 
brokers, and business men, with no thought of becoming 
lawyers, seek admission to the school for the legal training 
so essential to their business. Federal, state, and municipal 
officials are numbered in every class. Officers of labor 
unions, and in fact the leaders of the working classes 
throughout Greater Boston, and even from outside the 
state, find here the opportunity of mental training and sound 
uplifting of character.
Suffolk Law School is absolutely non-sectarian. Our only 
test of a student is his moral Integrity and mental worth. 
Here meet on common ground the Catholic, the Protestant,
17
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and the Jew. Even the oriental lands contribute to our cos­
mopolitan throng. But race and creed are forgotten in the 
common tasks of the library and classroom. A spirit of 
comradeship develops in all classes that makes for true 
Americanism.
TSu&ine&& 99at in otic Claggfg
One of the most significant developments of the past three 
years is that hundreds of business men of greater Boston 
have enrolled for regular courses in our school. This is per­
haps due in a large measure to the various colleges of Ac­
countancy and Business Administration of which Boston is 
a centre. Thousands of business men are attending these 
schools and being introduced to the supreme importance of 
law as a business asset. Not contented with a brief course 
in Commercial Law, they are coming to Suffolk Law School 
for a thorough technical training in the subjects relating 
to business. A new field of service of considerable magnitude 
has thus developed for Suffolk Law School.
(gbentng ticainfti jlatogctg
Until recently it has been the fashion to regard evening 
trained lawyers as inferior to graduates of day law schools. 
Superiority of opportunity has been deemed tbe equivalent of 
superiority of result. The human element, however, has 
been overlooked. The evening student is in daily contact 
with the very conditions of life upon which law is based. 
Principles enunciated in the classroom find instant response 
in the minds of men whose life experience furnish illustra­
tions of the principles themselves. To the day student such 
principles are mere academic theory to be studied and slum­
bered over.
The practical experience of the evening student counter­
balances the additional leisure of the day student. But in
18
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building up a law practice after graduation the evening 
student has an overwhelming advantage. Law practice 
comes very largely from business men. A business acquaint­
ance is the first requisite of a young lawyer’s success. Day 
school graduates as a rule have been in school all their lives. 
They know no one except their schoolmates. When they 
open a law office they encounter the proverbial “starving 
time.” It is years before business men become aware of 
their existence.
The average evening student, on the other hand, has been 
in daily contact with business men for years before begin­
ning his practice. If he has won the confidence of business 
men of his acquaintance he starts off with a real law prac­
tice from his beginning.
feiuccggg Pt “SiufColk ” 'gTtatntb
Suffolk Law School graduates are making remarkable 
records both in the profession and in business life. But 
our graduates are only a small minority when compared 
with the larger group who attend the school from one to 
three years, and thereby acquire a legal training of utmost 
value as a business asset. Nearly every large business en­
terprise in Greater Boston has “Suffolk” trained men or 
“Suffolk” graduates in their employ.
In last year’s catalog we referred to a few of the many 
men to whom training in Suffolk Law School has been the 
bridge over the chasm from a life of drudgery at tasks be­
neath their abilities to a life of broader usefulness and finan­
cial success. Three others from the multitude will be se­
lected this time.
A certain man, then thirty-three years of age, and a 
clerk in one of the great tide water transportation compa­
nies, entered the school in September, 1908, and remained 
exactly two years. He then dropped out, as many do, and 
was lost sight of. Ten years later he returned to the school
19
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to resume his law study, saying that his previous training 
had been so valuable that he could not afford to miss the 
balance of it. He was then treasurer of the company. He 
completed his training, graduating in 1921, and is now a 
member of the bar. He will specialize in Admiralty practice.
Another man who dropped his study after two years has 
used his law training to such advantage that he is now one 
of the executive heads of a manufacturing organization of 
national magnitude. In the ten years that he has been out 
of school he has accumulated a fortune.
A young man of twenty-four years entered the school in 
1914. He had but a common school education. He was a 
poorly paid worker in a shoe factory. He had a wife to 
support. Four years he traveled the long distance to Boston, 
attending our law school in the winter and our preparatory 
school in the summer. Graduating in the class of 1918, 
he shortly after opened an office for the practice of law in 
which he has already scored a distinct success. He is now 
serving his second term as mayor of his home city, and has 
a brilliant future before him. Thus the service that Suf­
folk Law School rendered him in furnishing the means of 
deliverance from obscure toil with his hands, has already 
blessed a large community with one of the most popular and 
successful chief executives in its history.
Eegal etSfeg
Suffolk Law School was the first school in Massachusetts 
to adopt Legal Ethics as a required subject. It is today 
the only school that makes the study of Ethics compulsory. 
It is a significant fact that no graduate of Suffolk Law 
School in its sixteen years of history has ever been accused 
of dishonesty or unprofessional conduct. This is due at 
least in part to the fact that the school has pointed out to 
them the dangers and pitfalls against which every honorable 
lawyer must guard himeslf. It is due also to their own ma-
20
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turity of brain and conscience. Men who go wrong in the 
profession are usually those who have not experienced the 
character building process of self education. Evening stu­
dents who persevere in the face of adversity gain a poise 
of character that no day school can impart.
lElrquticmcnto for SDfgicf
The course prescribed by Suffolk Law School for the de­
gree of Bachelor of Laws (LL.B.) occupies four years of 
evening instruction and an average rank of seventy per cent 
in every required subject. The school does not base a student’s 
rank upon examinations merely, but upon his weekly prob­
lem average, his quiz average, attendance, and examination, 
thus stimulating faithful and conscientious endeavor 
throughout the school year, instead of fostering the vicious 
system of cramming for examinations.
The school corporation intends that the degree of Bach­
elor of Laws from Suffolk Law School shall stand for schol­
arship and high endeavor. This does not mean a require­
ment beyond the capacity of the average young workingman, 
but simply what a man of ordinary mental equipment, un­
der intelligent instruction and by faithful self-endeavor, can 
and should be able to accomplish.
agttliDtig pf Sngttuctton
The methods of instruction in the school have been worked 
out with special reference to the needs of evening students, 
The evening student who works for a livelihood during the 
day cannot take a law course in the same manner as the 
day student.
The methods of instruction of Suffolk Law School include, 
therefore, not only the good points of adaptable methods 
of the day law schools, but also constant reviews, problems, 
and quizzes, the immense practical value of which has been
21
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amply demonstrated by experience. The case method, the 
text-book method, and the lecture method, after elimination 
of non-essential features, have each been given a subordinate 
place in the subjects to which they most readily adapt them­
selves, but the vital and fundamental principles of instruc­
tion upon which Suffolk Law School was founded have been 
preserved throughout.
'STfig Hcbftto aPfpattmrnt
The Review Department has become one of the strongest 
features of the school. Through its agency every student 
receives that personal attention so essential to his proper de­
velopment as a student of law.
All student papers, whether monthly quizzes, or semester 
examinations, are turned over to the staff of the Review De­
partment for correction. It is their duty to discover merit 
or defect and to mark the papers accordingly.
The careless student, the illogical, and the writer of faulty 
English is helped to overcome his fault by the corrected pa­
pers that come back to him. On the other hand, the student 
whose work is meritorious receives that recognition of merit 
which develops assurance of mind and poise of character.
The Director of the department not only oversees the cor­
rection of papers, but all questions, whether quizzes or ex­
aminations, must first be submitted to him for approval be­
fore being stencilled or printed, thus ensuring uniform 
standards of work. He is also the court of appeals to whom 
students may apply for a review of a corrected paper the 
rank of which is questioned.
a^ontSIp (CiEaminattDng
While regular final examinations are conducted at the close 
of each semester, yet once each month during the school year 
each class is required to present themselves on a special 




Thus, during the first semester of 1923-1924 the fresh­
men will be given five-question examinations in Torts, Con­
tracts and Criminal Law on the following Wednesday even­
ings; October 24, November 21, December 19. In the final 
examinations, however, one evening will be devoted to each 
subject. Torts, Jan. 9, 1924, Contracts, Jan. 14, Criminal 
Law, Jan. 16. A similar schedule for each class is announced 
at the beginning of each semester.
jafagtcactg
All cases to be required in the abstract work of each 
semester have been reprinted in pamphlet form, a class 
case book for each class. Thus, in the Freshman Class 
the required cases in Torts, Contracts and Criminal Law for 
the first semester have been reprinted in a case book that 
sells for one dollar. The cases for the second semester in 
Torts, Contracts and Agency have similarly been reprinted. 
The same policy prevails in other classes. Thus all students 
are enabled, at a trifling cost, to own a very valuable collec­
tion of cases for home study.
Cgarlg anti £atc SDtbigtong ot Claggfg
For the convenience of students who work in the city but 
live out of town, early sessions of classes are maintained with 
lectures from 6 to 7.30 o’clock p. m. This is a privilege es­
pecially appreciated by men who get through their every­
day duties at 5 or 5.30, and would otherwise have to waste 
considerable time waiting for lectures. The lectures closing 
at 7.30 enable such students to catch an early train for home, 
and to review the work of the evening while it is still fresh 
in mind.
The later divisions meet at 7.35 p. m., cover the same 
ground and receive the same lectures as the earlier divisions. 
To students living near Boston the later divisions are espe­
cially convenient because of allowing them opportunity to
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take supper at home before starting for the school. The 
lectures in each division are of an hour and thirty ininiKcs 
duration.
JFour=gtac Courge
The entire course is given in four years. The school year 
is divided into two semesters with examinations in all sub­
jects at the close of each semester. Three evenings per week 
is the requirement of regular students. Experience has dem­
onstrated that Monday, Tuesday, and Friday evenings are 
preferable to any other from the standpoint of the students, 
and these evenings have accordingly been adopted. Once a 
month students are required to attend a fourth evening, 
usually Wednesday, for written quizzes or examinations.
*aDaitiPit
The tuition charge is $100 per year, payable in four equal 
instalments, on the following dates:
(1) Opening week; (2) November 9, 1923; (3) Janu­
ary 28, 1924; (4) March 21, 1924.
It will be essential for students to respect these dates. The 
school has now become so large that admission to classes is by 
coupon with the student’s name upon it. A strip of official 
coupons, sufficient for any tuition period, is given to each 
student upon receipt of his tuition. He should write his 
name upon each coupon and by presenting them to the at­
tendance clerk when he enters a lecture thereby record his 
attendance.
Since the tuition is thus payable in small instalments, no 
refund will be made if a student leaves school before the end 
of a period for which he has paid. If, however, he pays for 
an entire semester or year in advance, and leaves for reasons 
of business or ill health, a refund of all except the current 




Aside from a $5 incidental fee, annually, there are no other 
school charges, save in the Senior year, when there is a $15 
fee for Bar examination review and $10 for diploma. The 
incidental fee is payable upon registration of new students, 
and during the first week of school for regular students.
The total expense for books in the various classes varies 
somewhat. During the year 1923-24 necessary Freshman 
expenses will be as follows:
Freshman Class—First Semester.
Text books in Contracts, Torts, Criminal Law, Introduc­
tion to Study of Law, Cases for Abstracting, total cost of 
$10.75.
Semester: Text-book on Agency. Notes on Legal Ethics, 
Cases for Abstracting, total cost $4.75.
The cost of books for each of the other classes is some­
what less than for the Freshman year.
ScSolargStpig anti
The Walsh Scholarship
A scholarship of the value of half the annual tuition, to be 
known as the “David I. Walsh Scholarship,”—awarded an­
nually in June to the student who has maintained the highest 
general average in scholarship during the Freshman year. 
The prize for 1921-1922 was won by John H. Hooley of 
Ayer.
The Boynton Scholarship
A scholarship of the value of half the annual tuition, to be 
known as the “Thomas J. Boynton Scholarship,” is awarded 
annually in June to the student who has maintained the high­
est general average for the Sophomore year. The prize for 
1921-1922 was awarded to John J. Moriarty of Boston.
The Frost Scholarship




known as tlie “George A. Frost Scholarship,” is awarded 
annually in June to that student who has maintained the 
highest general average for the Junior year. The prize for 
1921-1922 was won by Josejdi G. Toland of Charlestown.
'gfSc CallagSttii
“Callaghan & Company, Law Publishers, Chicago, Prize,” 
consisting of “The Cyclopedic Law Dictionary,” is awarded 
annually to that member of the Junior Class of Suffolk Law 
School who has maintained the highest general average of 
scholarship from the beginning of his course to the middle of 
his Junior year. The prize for 1922-1923 was won by 
Robert T. Bamford of Ip.swich.
(Empl0i?mcnt agent?
A free employment agency for the benefit of our students 
who may be looking for work was established in 1915 and has 
placed in desirable positions a considerable number of stu­
dents who were out of employment. With so large a stu­
dent body there are sure to be some who have in charge the 
employment of labor either in their own behalf or in the be­
half of others. The mutual co-operation of Suffolk Law 
School students finds expression in a very practical waj' 
through the employment agency.
(gntrancf lElcquitementg
Suffolk Law School is one of the few evening law schools 
in the United States with courage enough to refuse to be 
stampeded into adopting tlie day law school program for 
barring all but college men, even when that program was 
approved by the American Bar Association. A requirement 
of two years of college work would bar 97 per cent of the 
young men of America from aspiring to the profession of 
law. (Government statistics show that only 1.4 per cent 
graduate from college). It would bar tlie young man 
obliged to leave high school to help support his family.
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Suffolk Liiw Sfliool believes that the door of opportunity 
should remain oj)en for every worthy young man, whether 
his parents can afford to send him to school or whether he 
is obliged to educate himself by evening study. Our ex- 
j)erience is that the latter type is often a better student and 
becomes a more capable lawyer or business man.
It is gratifying to note that j)eople are awakening to the 
danger to democracy of the two year college rule. The 
Carnegie Foundation is against it. It is not finding favor 
generally. The Secrctai-y of the Massachusetts Bar Asso­
ciation, after a careful study of the question, announced in 
the Massachusetts Law Quarterly for December, 1922, page 
92, “I am not a supporter of a requirement by statute or 
rule in Massachusetts of two years of study in college ‘for 
all ap})licants for admission to the bar.’ ” He goes on to 
say that he believes in men attending law schools which re­
quire that much })rcliminary training “hut that is very dif­
ferent from establishing such a requirement in the state 
for admission to the bar.”
Suffolk Law School’s requirement for the degree continues 
to he a high school education or its equivalent. Men of ma­
ture years who were obliged to become wage earners before 
completing high school, but who, through work, reading and 
study at odd moments, have acquired mental training and 
poise of judgment, may be admitted at the discretion of the 
Dean, to Suffolk Law School with the privilege of making 
up their academic deficiencies in our Summer Preparatory 
Department, while the law school is not in session, thus ac­
complishing both law and preparatory work in four years.
Siummct School
The Summer Preparatory Department opens the first 
Monday in June and continues (early and late divisions) on 
Monday, Wednesday, and P’riday' evenings for ten weeks. 





GROUP I. (a) Economics, (b) Civil Government,
(c) American History, (d) Physiology,
GROUP II. (a) Geometry,
(c) English History,
(b) English Composition 
(d) Bookkeeping
GROUP III. (a) Algebra, 
(c) Arithmetic,
(b) English Literature, 
(d) Geography.
Students with less than the high school requirement may 
qualify for the degree in Suffolk Law School in accordance 
w'ith the following schedule:
Men with higli school 
credits amounting to: 
three years high
two years high 
less tlian two years
May qualify during
one summer
By taking and passing 
subj ects in
Group I.
two summers Groups I and II.
three summers Groups I, II, and III.
Facts Important to Students in 
All Classes
Confatttong
All conditions in law subjects must be made up within one 
year from the date of incurring such conditions. Thus, condi­
tions incurred during the Freshman year must be made up 
during the Sophomore year, otherwise the student will not 
be permitted to take any subjects of the Junior year. In 
such event he may continue in the school only at the discre­
tion of the Dean, subject to such conditions as to review 
work as the latter may deem proper. The tuition charge 
for repeating courses is $10. for one semester courses and 
$20. for full year subjects.
Mlrittgn caiotK
The careless writing of problem answers greatly lessens 
the efficiency of a student. The cultivation of ability to write 




rather than in later life by humiliating and costly experi­
ence at the hands of triumphant adversaries. Declarations 
faultily drawn are demurrable. Deeds, declarations of trusts, 
wills, and other legal documents stand or fall upon the abil­
ity of the lawyer to express in writing his exact meaning.
Experience has demonstrated, under the strict standard 
of our Problem Department, that scarcely one man in ten 
comes to the school with a natural ability to express in writ­
ing his exact meaning.
Students should study carefully the printed rules for 
“problem answers” contained in chapter six of “Introduction 
to the Study of Law,” a booklet used in the Freshman year. A 
rule of the Board of Trustees authorizes the Problem De­
partment to deduct for faulty English construction, spell­
ing, and punctuation, as well as for law and logic of answer.
Jfactgi Important to fecniocg
All candidates for graduation must have completed their 
general educational requirements prior to their Senior year. 
Proof by diploma or certificate must be presented to the Dean 
before February 15th of the Senior year. Faculty meet­
ings, to consider the eligibility of candidates for the degree, 
will begin immediately after the returns of the mid-year ex­
aminations are complete. Only such students will be con­
sidered as have filed a formal application for graduation, 
blanks for which may be obtained of the Recorder after 
January 1st of each year. All candidates will be passed 
upon prior to March 1st. If in the unconditional list, a 
student will graduate at the following commencement, pro­
vided all subsequent law examinations are successfully taken.
to lacgtsitci:
Students who are returning to school after the summer 
vacation will register in class on opening night by filling 
out a class enrollment card.
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New students register by procuring and filling out a for­
mal application for admission. Applications should be pre­
sented in person to the Dean, together with the $5 registra­
tion fee. If he is satisfied with the applicant he will approve 
the application and cause the applicant’s name to be en­
rolled as a student. The registration fee will not thereafter 




Torts .........................  Professors Baker and Hcnchey
IMondays (6 p- m. and 7.35 p. m. divisions) through­
out year
Contracts ................... Professors Hurley and Spillane
Tuesdays (6 p. m. and 7.35 p. m. divisions) through­
out year
Criminal Law...........Pi-ofessors Douglas and Fielding
Friday (6 p. m. and 7.35 r. m. divisions) First 
Semester
Agency..................... Professors Douglas and Fielding
Friday (following Criminal Law) Second Semester
Legal Ethics ........... Professors Baker and Henchey
Mondays (March to May) dividing time with Torts
Sophomore Class (early and late divisions)
Equity and Trusts .......................  Professor Leonard
Mr. Halloran
Mondays throughout year




Real Property • • • . Professor Sinitli and Mr. Getelicll 
Fridays tlironp;hout year
Landlord & Tenant...........Professors York and Keezer
Tuesdays, March to May
Junior Year
Evidence...................  Professors Douglas and Garland
Monday, First Semester
Wills & Probate ............................ Professor Atherton
Mr. Halloran
Tuesdays, First Semester
Bankruptcy .................................. Professor Thompson
Fridays, Sept. 17-Nov. 23
Sales ................................ Professors Baker and Hogan
Fridays, Nov. 26-Feb. 29
Deeds, Mortgages and Easements . . Professor Evans. 
Mondays, Second Semester
Constitutional Law ............... Professor H. J. Archer
Professor Warner
Tuesdays, Second Semester
Partnership ..........................................  Professor Duffy
Fridays, Mar. 3-May 23
Senior Year
Carriers and Conflict of Laws .... Professor Downes^ 
Mondays, First Semester
Practice and Pleading. .Professors Wyman and Garland 
Tuesdays throughont year
Corporations ............... Pi-ofessors York and Donahue
Fridays, throughout year 
Bar Examination Review




ClaiSsf of 1023 (fecnior ClajSgi)
]
Elliott Andrew Bartlett ......................................Cambridge
John M. Boyle, Jr...................................................East Boston (£> ^
Thomas H. Bresnahan, Jr....................................East L^nn L, 'i/' /S>7 4w
Joseph William Buckley .................................. South Boston C/—
Thomas Francis Burke ......................................Cambridge , ' '
y James Joseph Caffrey ........................................ South Boston S3\ W ^
Morris Caplan ..................................................... 'Roxbury '
John Michael Carney ........................................ Arlington
./James Augustine Carrig ......................................Cambridge
Jeremiah Augustine Coakley ............................. Dorchester
Douglas Montague Collins ................................Roxbury
Joseph Ferguson Connellan ............................ Brookline f   .
Roy Edward Connor .......................................... Arlington— W ^njL >.
Q 3 Arthur Daniel Cooper ..........................................South Boston
* •—.Walter Francis Costello .................................. Somerville -rgr\ i ^
__James Joseph Cox ...............................................Dorchester /y Y /<-- Cc.
Frank Isadore Daniels ...................................... Boston C> <//"
Joseph Dente ........................................................... Somerville
Roger Edward Deveney ....................................Jamaica Plain
John Jerome Donohue ...................................... Chelsea
Charles Joseph Donovan .................................. Boston
John Andrew Dooley ..........................................Cambridge
Edward Leo Doyle .............................................South Boston ____
I Timothy Jerome Driscoll .................................Roxbury A t” /<t ^ |
\ James Henry Dufiin ............................................ Brookline J C> •*'<- ’
Thomas Anthony Finn ...................................... Somerville ,  « i—
, Thomas Francis h’itzpatrick ............................Charlestown f O J /,
\john Joseph Poster .............................................Watertown -nrv'tJ__ _
\ James Joseh Fox ..................................................Cliftondale ^^
' ,— Edward Joseph Garity ....................................... Lynn i. 3 —
■ Daniel Joseph Gillen ........................................... Roxbury -yr)
.—. Archil)ald Alexander Gillis ..............................Boston
Max Goldstein ..................................................... Malden / ^ A/
Samuel Goldstein .................................................Chelsea
Edward Aloysius Gorman ................................Roxbury
■—S Ray Wilson Guild ...............................................Cambridge L M^iSj A
Lawrence Enoch Hanson ..................................Brookline
Leo Alan Harrison ...............................................Malden t ^ . , ■'
-~s Eugene Albert Hudson ............. ...................... East Boston “zr—^
James Michael Joseph Hurley"^.................Dorchester Ja
James John Jameson ........................................ Everett
'— Brouislas Ambrose Jezlerski .............................Sostwa t OH ^
Joseph Peter Jlenushevsky ..............................South Boston
James Samuel Kenneally ................................Dorchester
Herbert Lewis Kuhn ........................................ -.Brookline
y William Flenry Daily .................................. • Waltham _____*7
. J Iy Clarence Joseph Lamb ....................................... Pawtucket, R. I. ■:—^ ^ /
•T Clarence Adolph Lindskog .................................Melrose
' Frederic Wolcott Lovejoy .................................Nashua, N. H. ------ - ^ j





The school aoditovium. now nsetl as a lectnve hall for the Freshman class.
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Leo Mooseak Maksoodian .............................. West Somerville
Frank William Manning ................................ Medford
George Henry Maynard ................................ Dorchester
Jeremiah George McCarthy .......................... Lynn
John Maxvpell McElroy .................................. West Lynn
Theodore Charles McElroy ............................poa^Sger^7/r
» V Edward James McKinley ................................ Lowell — 1
Augustine Patrick McMorrow ...................... Lawrence ^ ^
Edward John Meagher .....................................Boston 2. 9 ^
Thomas Joseph Leo Meehan .......................... Charlestown
Edmund James Miles ...................................... South Boston . ___
___ Frankland William Lambert Miles .............. Bwefeester / & tJ /■
'Daniel Martin Moore ...................................... Taunton
Earl Joseph Morrison .................................... Cambridge
incent Mottola ................................................ Boston ^ ^
James Ashton Mulhall .................................. -Mattapan
Patrick Joseph Mullane .................................. Boston tj,i
Daniel Francis Murphy ................................ Lawrence _I H'ran n ... „ , j, / C J
George Edward Murphy ................................ Lowell / 6 /o ^
John Joseph Nevulis ........................................ South Boston
Thomas Robert Norton .................................... North Attleboro
Henry Joseph O’Brien .................................... Cambridge j
George Alexander O’Donohue ...................... Dorchester
Frank James Perry .......................................... Jamaica Plain
Louis Edward Restieri ................ ....................Dorchester
James Patrick Henry Roane ........................ Lowell
Paul Joseph Roane ........................................ Lowell
Edward James Roche ...................................... Cambridge
Sebastian Matty Ruggeri .............................. Cambridge
Edland Donald Savage .................................... Boston
Charles Thompson Sexton .............................. Milford / L
John Francis Smith ........................................ Somerville ^
.Arthur Vincent Sullivan ................................ OhftrlCDtowa /i 'i/'
Bernard Titlebaum .......................................... Boston
Joseph George Toland ...................................... Charlestown
Joseph Veracka ................................................ South Boston .   . ,
• Michael Edward Viola .................................... Maittea 7 A /A-Cv
Sidney Stanley VonLoescke .......................... BTWiiGine 4.
Edward Francig Wallace .............................. UBo*w-'y 4 _ c ^ •
Ward Everett Wetherell ................................ Taunton , ,
Walter White .................................................... Roxhuiiy '7v5~
Jesse Everett Wilson ...................................... Fitchburg





.lolm Ii'viiii; Collins .............................................Lowell
Ernest Doentur Cooke ..................................^..Boston
John I’hillii) Connolly .................................... ..Woburn
James Kenneth Conroy ...................................... Cambridge
William P. Daley ...............................................Woburn
Joseph Patrick Dempsey ..................................South Boston
Francis Leo Donovan ........................................ Cambridge _
George Starkey Drew ........................................ Arlington -0 C>
'SniiizzStephen Flynn .......................................................LowellJohn Henry Fulcher .......................................... Boston
Francis Kent Hinchey ......................................AValtbain
John William Hurley ........................................ Medford
Daniel Joso)ib Jameson ....................................Everett
Mvor AVilliam Kettleman ................................Bovero _ jf?
Edward AlCeit Kollon ....................................Cambridge/^ J
Edward Augustus Lacey ................................■ Malden
Joseph Ijow ........................................................... Boston
Salvatoie Maffei .................................................Kfst Boston
James Dermott McDovitt ............................... Boston
John J. McKeown ............................................ AValtham
James Joseph Morrissey ....................................Charlestown
John Joseph Jiurray, Jr...................................... AVinthrop
John J. O’Xeill .....................................................'"est Somerville
David E. Bicbmond ........................................ • Boston
Andrew' Lawrence Boebon ................................Somerville
Thomas AVilliam Salmon .................................. AA’obui-n
James Aloysius Sheehan .................................. Lowell
Bernardino Silva .................................................Taunton
Amadayo Terminiello ........................................ Bevere
John H. AATiolly ............. ..................................... Cambridge




ClaiSS of 1924 (luniot Clasis)
This class numbered 411 students in Freshman year; 254 
in Sophomore year, and 219 tliis year.
Uicliai'd Armstrong .......................................... .. Itoston
. Henton Bates Baile.v .......................................... Belmont
George .lames Balch ........................
Robert Truman Bamford ...............
f.niliK Hfivrnssjo .............................................
................. Ipswich
Thomas Howard Barry ...................
('arroll Hilton Beers..........................
George Henry Bell ..........................
(’hnrlp« T^r'i’f^nsrm ........................................
(’hsi TIpnvv T-?nl«fPr .............. .. .
.\nthony Bon/.agid .....................
Edwaril Jlichael Bradley ...............
Paul Richard Brennan ...................
Edwarii Israel Brown ................... .................Dorciicster
Thomas Henry Buckley ................. .
William Charles Burke ...................
li’'rniiV Pnnl "RnHpi* ...........
Garrett Henry Byrne ..................... -
Leo Francis Caldwell ................... .
Leo .lohn (jarella ..............................
.lohn Patrick Carey .........................
Ernest Charles Carr ..................... ................... Somerville
Frederiek .Tohn Casey .................................... ..Forest Hills
.loseph Angnstine Caulflelil ..............................Smith Boston —
Albert William Chapman .................................Roxbury
Arthur Grover Cleveland Chapman ..........Medford
Edmund .Toseiih Cheney ....................................fjowoll
.Mden Milton Cleveland ...................................... Marshfield
Nicholas Constantine Coekinos ....................... Dorchester
•loseph Jlichael Coffey ........ .............................Salem
Francis Paul Cogger ........................................  Lowell
Dexter Samuel Cohen .......................................... Watertown
.\rthiir T. Cole .....................................................Wldtman
. .lolm .loseph Concannon. .Tr................................Dorchester
Raymond .lohn Cottei' .......................................Dorchester
.lames Francis Cronan ........................................ Charlestown
Edward Augustine Cronin ................................Boston
Leo .loseph Cronin ............................................ Roxbury
Daniel .lerome Crowley ....................................Cambridge
.lohn .lames Crowley .......................................... Somerville
Daniel .loseph Curran ......................................Brighton
Michael .loseph Curran ....................................Woburn
Neil Thomas Curran .......................................... Watertown
Matthew .lames Dailey ...................................... Dorchester




James Francis Daley ...................................Roslindale___ , _ ^
Thomas Aloysius Delmors ........................... Lowell 1 /Q
Thomas Patrick Diggins...............................Boston
James Charles Donahue ............................. Somerville
William Henry Donovan ............................. East Boston
V Harry James Dooley .................................... Boston
Albert Thomas Doyle..................................... Cambridge
Matthew Henry Doyle................................... Dorchester
William Henry Duggan ...............................Boston
James Joseph Dunphy................................... Chelsea
John Hancock Eaton, Jr.................................Roslindale
William Henry Egan .................................. Charlestown
Roscoe Osborne Elliott .................................. West SomervlUt
James Samuel Ellis .................................... Roxbury
George Bartlett Farrell ...............................Ashmont
Edward James Feeley ..................................Dorchester
* John Edward Fenton ................................... Lawrence
—^ Harold James Field .................................... Dorchester
Edward Finks ................................................Dorchester
Jacob Finks ...................................................Boston
Joseph Keiran Finn ......................... ............ Roxbury
Leslie Connelly Fitzgerald ........................... Charlestown
Mark Leo Flaherty ........................................Chelsea
Michael John Flaherty .................................Cambridge
Louis Isaac Fleischman ...............................Mattapan
WlUiam Joseph Flynn ................................ Roslindale
John Edward Foley .................................... Amesbury
— Alfred James Lawrence Ford ......................South Boston
Anthony Joseph Foster ...............................East Cambridge
Joseph Bartholomew Gallius ........................South Boston
Peter Gargnno .............................................Boston
Patrick Anthony Gavin ...............................South Boston
^ Prank Foster Giacomo ............................... Dorchester
^ Isador Gillman ............................................ Chelsea
Arthur Eugene Gilman...................................Dorchester
Samuel Goldman ........................................... Boston
V William Fenton Ambrose Graham ...............Boston
Oliver Joseph Grant ....................................Roxbury
Robert Alvan Greene .................................... Roxbury
Joseph Andrew Guay .................................... Lynn
Ronald Hustis Haley .................................. West Lynn
Martin Francis Hannigan ........................... Watertojj-n a ^ Av*-
Axel Herman Hanson .................................... Lynn i »
Carroll W. Harlow ......................................Somerville ,
Daniel Ravcroft Harrington ........................New Bedford
Dennis H. Haverty ........................................Worcester
Paul Hanzadian ........................................... So. Boston
Hyman Herman ........................................... Boston ■
Herbert James Hickey ................................ Dorchester
William Henry Hilbrunner ........................South Boston
Harry S. Horne ............................................. Boston
Morris Horowitz ........................................... Roxbury




- William Clinton Hyland .................................... Fast Boston
Thomas Joseph Hynes ...................................... lloxbury
Alfred W. Ingalls .................................................Lynn
David Burton Ives ...............................................Revere
Otis Elliott Johnson .............................................Malden
Thomas Henry Kane, Jr...................................... lamaica Plain
John Robert Kasper .............................................Boston
Timothy Francis Kelleher ................................. Cambridge
James Francis Kelly ............................................Dorchester
William Leo Kendrick ...................................... South Boston
William Francis Kilduff .................................. Jamaica Plain
Edward James Kirk, Jr...................................... Woburn
Alan Kravitz ...........................................................Dorchester
Clarence Joseph Lamb ..........................................Pawtvrcket, R. I.
Jeremiah Joseph Lane ......................................... Roslindale
John Thomas Lane .............................................Roxbury
Elmer George Lawler .........................................Boston
John Henry Leahy ................................................ Watertown
William Harold Leahy ........................................Hopkinton
— Irving Lewis ......................................................... Roxbury
Joseph Hyman Lewis .........................................Chelsea
Gerald Thomas Liston .......................................Cambridge
— ■ “^Walter Joseph MacDonald ..............................Brockton
^rank Donald MacEachern ..........................East Boston
—» John Whitman MacLeod .................................... Chelsea
Clarence Edward Marsh .................................... Melrose
—. Joseph George Mazur ........................................ Brighton
Nathan Mazur .......................................................Roxbury
^John Francis McAuliffe ...................................... Charlestown
Thomas Patrick McAweeney ............................Woburn .
Charles Joseph McCarthy ................................Dorchester
John James McCarthy ...................................... Everett
Joseph Warren McCarthy..................................Haverhill
Edward Joseph McCormack ............................Dorchester
John Joseph McDonough .................................. South Boston
Joseph Peter McFarland .................................... Boston
Lewis James McHardy ...................................... East Milton
•John Grant McKay ...............................................Lowell
Michael Daniel McLaughlin............................. Dorchester
John Daniel Medeiros ........................................Somerville ,
James Francis Molloy .........................................Watertown
George Henry Moran .........................................Watertown
John James Moriarty ........................................ Boston
James Joseph Morris ...........................................Cambridge
.John Leo Morris .................................................Dorchester
John Richard Lawrence Mulrey ..................... Winthrop^ , ^
^ George Edward Murphy ....................................Lowell / 3 / Ml?» J /
Walter Louis Murphy ...................................... Dorchester
John Harrison Murray ...................................... Dorchester
Philip Irving Murray ........................................ Boston




Daniel William O’Brien ....................................Waltham
Christopher James O’Byrne ............................Brockton
Oeorge Francis O’Keefe...................................... Jamaica Plain
Kdward Joseph tJ’Mara ...................................... South Boston
Patrick Francis O’Toole ....................................Dorchester ^ v-
Natlmn Peikes ....................................................... Lowell aj
Frank Joseph Penney ........................................Dorchester
Uoderick Joel Peters .........................................Mattapan
Aram ’Todmas Proiidiau .................................. Boston
Anthony Pharnare ................................................ Lowell
Ualph Wallace Prout ........................................ Quincy
James A. Pyimrn ................................................ Boston
Louis P. Itahinovitz ..........................................Dorchesim'
l'’rancis Lawrence Kalis ....................................Lowell
Fdwr.rd Jlartin Keardon ....................................South Boston
•1/00 Augustus Reed .............................................Roxbury
Kdmnnd F. Richards .......................................... Peabody
. Thomas Seth Richardson....................................Winchester
David Richmond ................................................ Boston
Ciiarles Philip Riley .......................................... Lowell
James Patrick Riley .......................................... South Braintree
Russell Sullivan Riley ......................................Weymouth
Ceorge Kdward Ring .........................................Brighton
Josejth Ramon Roche .......................................... Roxhury
Jost^pii Francis Koarke .................................... Lowell
SaiiHiel David Rubin ........................................ Boston
'i'tiomas Rush ......................................................... Dorchester
Joiiu K, Russeli . ......................................Winchester
James J. Ryan .................................................. Boston
'I’homas Leo Ryan ............................................ Newtonville
Daniel Saltzman .................................................Boston
Jacob Saltzman .....................................................Boston
■ Owen Martin Sandiford ....................................Quincy
!Max Sajiorsniek .....................................................Revere
■ Jlorris Sciineider ...................................................Chelsea
Beniamin T.ewis Schwalb ................................ Hyde Park
Joint Joseph Scott .............................................. Brighton
Cuv A. Senesac ... ............................. Me"’ Bedford
Albert Carl Sessa .................................................Watertown ^ _
William Francis Shanahan ..............................Swampscott «-« -J
Ilarrv Shatz ......................................................... Boston
Allier't Siiaw........................................................ East Boston
.Aiitert Kaniiah Shimelovich ........................... Brockton
Walter Coddard Shuttleworth ..................... Somerville
Nelson Dene Simons .......................................... Mashpee
John Leonard Smith .......................................... Roslindale
.Albert Soo.sman ...................................................Boston .
Oscar Edward Stanton ......................................Everett
Alorris Stone ........................................................... Chelsea
David Francis Supple ........................................ Dorchester
Stephen C. Sullivan ........................................ East Boston
John Paris Sylvia .............................................. Allston




Thomas Francis Teehan ....................................Boston
Win. Leonard Ten Ey< k ....................................Brighton
Herschel Charles Thompson..............................Boston
Sheridan .Tenniiigs Tliorup ................................Roslindale
—Vlliert Gerard Tierney ...................................... Winthrop
Edward Joseph Tipping ..................................... Charlestown
Joseph Francis Twohig ....................................Melrose
Raymond Yonng Uriiiihart ..............................Cambridge
Louis Jo.seph Walsh .............................................Belmont
Win. F. ^Valsli .......................................................Roxbury
(Jair Alfred Warren ........................................ Cambridge
James Norman Whitaker ..................................Boston
Emil Norman Winkler ...................................... Boston
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Clag0 ot 1925 (fe>pp|)omorg Clagg)
This class numbered 594* in Freshman year and is now 438,
Harry Arthur Aaronson .............................Chelsea
Fred Anthony Abitaja .................................. Lawrence
John Joseph Agnew ....................................... Jamaica Plain
Abbott George Allbee .................................... Koxbury
Paul Thomas Allen ......................................Charlestown
Peter Panl Antico ......................................South Boston
John Archette ...............................................Lawrence
George Harris Babbitt .................................. Boston
Samuel Backerman ........................................Chelsea
Ralph Everett Baker .................................. Brockton
Edward Gabriel Barry ................................ Brighton
William Francis Barry ...............................South Boston
Henry Bartkiewicz ........................................New Bedford
Leo Bashitzky ...............................................Boston
Louis Barrasso ...............................................Boston
Herbert Baumgardner ................................ Boston
Ralph Irving Benton .................................. Wollaston
Jerome Berent ...............................................Boston
Martin Berkal ...............................................Boston
Howard Gurney Berry ................................  Mattapan
Maurice Betterman ........................................East Boston
Russell Vincent Blaine ...............................Attleboro
Harland Albert Blood .................................... Boston
George Washington Bloomberg.................... Roxbury
" Harry Bloomberg ..........................................Roxbnry
Louis Bobrick ...............................................Cambridge
David Martin Brackman ............................. Roxbury
William Augustine Brady ........................... South Boston
Melvin Farnsworth Breed ........................... Arlington
William Francis Breen.................................. Roxbnry
Meyer Bromfleld .......................................... Boston
Arthur James Brown .................................... Lowell
Joseph William Buckley ...............................Concord
Cornelius Francis Burke .............................Lynn
Mark Joseph Butler ......................................Waltham
Paul J. Cahill .............................................Lowell
Joseph Louis Calaho .................................... Waverly
Louis C. Carey .............................................Lawrence
Frederick Casey ........................................ Forest Hills
William Marcellus Campbell ........................Boston
William Henry Carey .................................... Dorchester
Sydney George Carpenter, Jr. ....................Norfolk Downs
Patrick Berkeley Carr .................................. Charlestown
Frederick Harold Cary .................................Boston
Joseph David Casey ......................................Lynn
Michael Joseph Casey.....................................Lawrence
Byron Sanderson Caswell ........................... Charlestown
Arthur Leo Cavanagh, D. M. D....................W. Somerville
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Mauike Henry Cavauagh ................................ Somerville
Thomas Alexander Chadwick.......................... Lowell
Matthew Woodrow Chait ................................ Beaehiuont
Harold Goodridge Childs ................................ Peahody ^ r >- /) -yf-v
«»Francis Gregory Clailie ....................................Boston if /l/ttV/C '^/ )tiSTlhl<Y
William Patrick Cody ...................................... Roxbury *
John Francis Coghlan ...................................... Winthrop
Benjamin Cohen .................................................Boston
Solomon Cohen ...................................................Dorchester
Theodore Cutting Collagan ............................ West Newton
Amedeo Omberto Collar! .............................. Hyde Park
Francis Xavier Collins .................................... Dorchester
Vito Comperchio .................................................Boston
Joseph Patrick Conaty .....................................Boston
Francis (^onlon .................................................. Cambridge
Thomas Patrick Conlon .................................. Cambridge
John Patrick Connolly .................................... Roxbury
John Joseph Connors ........................................ Everett
Richard Joseph Corbett .................................. Boston
Lloyd Alexander Corkum ................................ Melrose Highlands
Edmund Hanlon Corrigan .............................. Woburn
•“Frank Bernard Coughlin ................................ Norwood
Cornelius Christy Courtney ............................ Chailestown
John Joseph Crimmins .................................... Malden
Joseph Stanislas Crowley ...............................Norwood
Michael Joseph Cronin .................................. Haverhill
Eugene Lawrence Cuneo .................................. Dorchester
Michael John Cunnift ........................................ Brighton
Edmund Killian Cunningham .................. ... Brighton
^John Wall Cussen ............................................ South Boston
Joseph Daley .....................................................Wakefield
John Augustine Cobb Daly ............................ Roxbury
Clyde Lawrence Davis .....................................Wakefield
Frederick Henry Davis .....................................Brookline
^ Francis Joseph DeCelles .................................W. Somerville
Joseph Dennis Degnan .....................................Lawrence
John Joseph Delany .......................................... Brookline
Walter Edward DeLorey .................................Winthrop
Anatole Jean DeMers ...................................... So. Weymouth
Timothy James Dennehy ................................ Charlestown
Robert Lawrence Devine .................................. Roslindale
James George Deviney ....................................Malden
Charles J. Donahue .......................................... Lawrence
Francis J. Dillon ........................................ . Jamaica Plain
Harry Dooly ...................................................... Dorchester
William Patrick Doherty ................................ Brighton
George Thomas Dolan ...................................... Randolph
Edward James Donahue ................................ Dorchester
Frederick Francis Donlan .............................. Lynn
Albert Tliomns Donovan ................................ Forest Hills
Charles Stephen Donovan .............................. Somerville
Joseph Lawrence Donovan ............................ Hyde Park
Michael J. Donovan .......................................... Arlington
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Robert Francis Donovan .................................Somerville
»- Michael Joseph Dray ...................................... Hyde Park
Sidney Langdon Drown .................................. Malden
Christopher Anthony Drummey .................... South Boston
Lawrence Edward Duane .............................. Beverly
William F. Dailey ............................................ Roslludale
Nicholas Mortimer DuChemln ...................... Lynn
Thomas Francis Duffy...................................... Cambridge
•“Henry Michael Duggan .................................. Newbury port
James Leslie Dunn ...........................................Allston
Herbert Merritt Dutcher ................................ Arlington
Kevin Dwyer.........................................................Nashua, N. H.
George Alphonsus Earley............ .....................Eoxbury
Blaine Elmer ...................................................... Boston
Stephen Robert Elton........................................ Roxbury
Jack Evans ...........................................................Roxbury
Stephen Wright Fardy .................................... Lexington
Fred James Farley..............................................Boston
Francis Patrick Fenton.................................... Dorchester
Myles Joseph Ferrlck .........................................Dorchester
Leo Maxwell Finen .......................................... Haverhill
Abraham Finkelstein ...................................... Lynn
Joseph Finks .......................................................Boston
Patrick Joseph Finlay ...................................... Boston
Samuel Finn ...................................................... Dorchester
Thomas Joseph Finnegan ................................ Malden
Leslie C. Fitzgerald .......................................... Charlestown
___ Raymond A. Fitzgerald .................................. Cambridge
James A. Flaherty .................................. . W. Somerville
Edmund Thomas Flanagan ............................ Allston
Warren Andrew Fogarty .................................Brookline! ^ /
_ John E. Foley ......................................................Lawrence
Joseph Francis Ford ........ ........................ Salisbury
Augustus Kane Forrest .................................... Randolph
George Ross French ........................................ Salisbury
Paul Nathan Friedman .................................Roxbury
William Mark Fucillo ...................................... Boston
Peter Carmine Gargano .................................. Boston
Henry David Gaffney........................................ Winthrop
Joseph Leo Gagan .............................................Dorchester
—‘ Aziz John Ganem................................................ Methuen
Frederick Francis Gavin ................................ Wakefield
Patrick J. Gavin .............................................. So. Boston
Gordon Stinson George .................................... South Boston
Andrew Ghirardelli ...........................................Roxbury
John Hamlet Gilbody .................................... Somerville
Edward Patrick Gilmartln ............................ Dorchester
Max Louis Glazer .............................................Roxbury
FTarold M. Goldenberg .................................... Cambridge
Manuel Leal Gomez ........................................ New Bedford
Saul Elmer Goodman ...................................... Chelsea
David Goose .......................................................Chelsea




Philip Joseph Gralton .........................................Lowell
Frank Bernard Grant .........................................Somerville
Albert Clarence Graupner, Jr............................ Reading
— Francis Joseph Greeley .......................................Somerville
Ralph Leroy Greene ...........................................Cambridge
James Edward Grimes .................................... Cambridge
Benjamin William Grossman............................ Boston
• Harry Grossman ................................................. Boston
Joseph A. Guay ...................................................Roxbury
Francis Joseph Hagerty .................................... South Boston
George F. Haggerty .............................................Lowell
Wesley Clement Haley ...................................... Quincy
Francis Patrick Hamill.......................................Stoneham
Frederick Paul Hanford .................................... Roxbury
Francis S. Hanley ................................................ Dorchester
William Gerard Harber, Jr................................ Winthrop
Aaron Abraham Harris.......................................Revere
Morris Harris ......................................................... Boston
Reginald Hulbert Harris.................................... Cambridge
Grafton Hart ......................................................... Wakefield
John Joseph Hart ................................................. Boston
James Wallace Harvey ................................Somerville
John Augustine Hayes ...................................... Cambridge
Matthew Thomas Hayes .................................... Malden
Thomas Henry Heaton, M. D............................. Cambridge
Fred Higgins ..........................................................Wollaston
John Henry Higgins, Jr........................................Fitchburg
Leo Wells Higgins .................................................Norfolk Downs
Achille John Hilbrunner .....................................Roxbury
Stephenson Hill ...............T................................. Wakefield
Thomas H. Hines ............................................... East Boston
Joseph G. Holmes ...............................................Boston
William R. Hanley .............................................Dorchester
William Joseph Hines .........................................Melrose
Roderick William Hogg .................................... Wakefield
, Joseph Ignatius Holland .................................. Waltham
I^John Henry Hooley .............................................Ayer
Julius Charles Horowitz .................................. Wakefield
Michael Francis Hourihan ............................Roxbury
William H. Howard .......................................... Newton
Charles Joseph Hughes ........................................Dorchester
Francis Joseph Hurney ....................................... Dorchester
Edward Hurvitz .................................................iRoxbury
Oshur Hurvitz ..................................................... Chelsea
William Collins Hutch .......................................Marlboro
Alfred W. Ingalls ...............................................Lynn
Harry Jacobson ..................................................... Charlestown
Jose Nicolas Jane .................................................Cuban Consulate
INIelvin Richard Jenney .................................... IVIelrose
Bernard Francis .Johnson ................................ East Boston
George Albert Johnson .......................................Roxbury
Philip R. Johnson ...............................................Franklin
Vannl Peter Kaluci .............................................Boston
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John Joseph Jennings .......................................Dorchester
Harry Kalus .......................................................Dorchester
Charles Coleman Kauttman .......................... East Boston
Archie liufus Reach ........................................ Beverly
Harry Richard lieach ................................. Cliftondale
William Joseph Keefe ...................................... Dorchester
William Francis Keenan .................................Lowell
Edward James Ivelch ........................................ Dorchester
Francis Edward Kelley .................................... Dorchester
Leo Francis Kelley .......................................... Somerville
Thomas Joseph Kelley ...................................... W. Somerville
Thomas Francis Kelley .................................. Quincy
James Francis KildufC  ................................ Roxbury
Martin Stephen Kilgallon ................................ Jamaica Plain
James Warren Killam, Jr................................Reading
Charles Ignatius King.......................................Norwood
-— Matthew King .................................................... Boston
Justin Norman Kirk ...........................................East Boston
David KislofC ...................................................... Wlnthrop
Joseph Louis Klein .......................................... East Somerville
Anthony Frank Kneizys.....................................South Boston
William Francis Krake .................................... Dorchester
Thomas J oseph Lane .........................................Lawrence
Joseph John Launie .......................................... Medford
George Harold Lawless .................................... South Boston
Jacob Simon Lear .............................................. Boston
Isaac Learner .......................................................Bostou
Jeremiah Augustine Leary ............................ Brookline
John Francis Leary .......................................... Newbnryport
Frank Joseph Lehan ........................................ Cambridge ^
John James Leonard .................................... Lynn //nt/~ if
Max Morton Lewis ............................................ Chelsea
Herbert Austin Lincoln .................................. Norwell
George Locus ...................................................... Boston
Thomas Francis Long, Jr.................................Jamaica Plain
John Joseph Lynch .......................................... Woburn
Leslie Pay MacNell ........................................ Newton
Leo Irving Magann ...................... .................... Allston
Francis Joseph Maguire.................................... Woburn
Leo Philip Maguire .............................................Jamaica Plain
John Francis Maher, Jr...................................Lynn
Otis H. Maier .................................................. Boston
Luke George Malloy ........................................ Roxbury __ ,
John Daniel Malone ...................................... Lynn y
Abraham Albert Mannos ...................................Cambridge • If
Samuel Mannos ................................................. Cambridge
Frank Mnnzo ...................................................... Medford
Edward J. Margouleflf .................................... Lexington
George Eugene Marsolals ................................ Dorchester
James Francis Martin .......................................Lowell
Peter Vincent Martuscelli ................................ Dorchester




•lames Patrick McArdle ....................................Lynn
John H. McAulill'o ............................................ Lawrence
•Joseph Corbett McCart ...................................... Watertown
Frank John McCarthy ...................................... West Roxbury
John McCormack .................................................Roxbury
Joseph Francis McDonald ................................Dedham
Frederick Albert McElroy ............................... Dorchester
Francis Michael McGarry ................................Woburn
James Francis McGee ...................................... Jamaica Plain
Christopher M. McGrath .................................Medford
Edward James McGrath .................................Brockton
Charles Patrick McGuire .................................Caml)rldge
James William McHenry ................................Brighton
David McIntyre ...................................................... Dorchester
William James Mclsaac ...................................West Lynn
Charles .lames McKenna ................................Cambridge
George W. McKearney ......................................Lexington
James I.oml)ard McLean ..................................Roxbury
Hugh Joseph McMackin ......................... .. Boston '
Herbert Melling ................................................... New Bedford
Robert L. Merritt, Jr.......................................... Roxlmry
James Henry Meuse, Jr......................................Cambridge
Trygve Anthony Jliller........................................Roxbury
Charles Lawrence Jlilward .............................Watertown
James Leo Minlter ...............................................Allston
John Francis Mitchell, Jr................................... Dorchester
Walter Edward Mitchell .................................. Brighton
Frank P. Moloney ...............................................Milford
John Joseph Monagle .........................................Charlestown
Francis Aloysius Monahan ............................Charlestown
Arthur James Moran ...........................................Brookline .
Edward Herbert Morse ....................................Boston
sWm. A. Motley, Jr................................................Roximry
William Francis Mulkern ................................Hyde Park
George Henry Mulholland ................................Somerville
Stephen Michael Jlullen ...................................... Revere
Daniel ,Toseph Murphy ...................................... Watertown
John .Joseph Murphy .......................................... Cambridge
Robert Francis Murphy ...................................... Brookline , ■ // r i__ _
Walter Herman iXJurphy ............................. .. .Lynn V //tnv' S/
•Tosepli Mortimer Murphy ..................................Roxbury
James Joseph Murray ........................................ Peabody
John Francis Murray ........................................ South Boston
John Andrew Ignatius Nagle ..........................South Boston
Ben.iamin Nathan ................................................. Dorchester
Thomas Francis Nealon......................................East Boston
Moses Hovhannes Nahigian ..............................Brookline
Thomas Lewis Nair .............................................Boston
Isaac Henrv Nollman .......................................... Dorchester
Eric William Nordgren ...................................... West Everett
John Frederick Norton .................................... Lawrence
John F. O’Brien .................................................Winchester
John Frederick O’Brien ....................................Woburn
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Joseph Francis O’Brien ...................................South Boston
M. Joseph O’Connell ...................................... Cambridge
Geo. Anthony O’Connor .................................. .. Lowell
Charles Kaymond O’Hearn ............................ Lawrence
Francis Joseph O’Laughlin ............................ Waltham
John Edward O’Leary .....................................Roxbury
Harry John O’Reilly .......................................Pawtucket, R. I. tC
c— ■ Frank Louis Orfanello ...................................Dorchester
William Vincent O’Sullivan .................. .....Lawrence
Albert Louis Paeff..............................................Medford
Maxwell Robert Park .....................................Chelsea
Roger Dean Patch .............................................Lynn
■X’ Roderick Silveira Perry .................................Acushnet
Charles Adams Perry ...................................... Boston
Fred Aaron Pertes .......................................... Boston
Joseph Peter Phelan ........................................ Boston
William Webster Poe .........................................Everett
Andrew Wright Pollock .................................. Brookline
Martin William Powers .................................. Medford
Thomas Joseph Powers .................................... W. Somerville
Jam^s Wilson Prentice .....................................Somerville
Ralph W. Prout ...................... ..........................Quincy
Eugene Matthew Quinlan ................................ Dorchester
Arthur Rabinovitz .............................................Boston
Israel Rasnick .....................................................Dorchester
Joseph Edward Reagan .................................. Medford
.Joseph Dennis Reardon .................................. Quincy
Robert Ward Reddy .........................................Brookline
Howard Vincent Redgate................................Medford
Sylvester Alfred Reinhalter .......................... Malden
—-Max Reiser ...................................................... .. Charlestown
Henry Lipton Restall ........................................ Melrose Highlands
Thomas Daley Rice, Jr........................................Dorchester
Thomas S. Richardson .................................. Boston
James P. Riley .................................................. So. Braintree
James Joseph Riley ...........................................Dorchester
John Thomas Riley ........................................ So. Braintree
George Ring ........................................................ Boston
Forest Harvey Robinson ..................................Cliftondale
^ Herbei’t Jjewis Robinson ..................................Cliftondale
Samuel Robinson ............................... Dorchester
John Joseph Rochefort ...................................Roxbury
Rufus Matthew Remain .................................Boston
James Patrick Rose .......................................... Roxbury
Walter Louis Rose .......................................... Cnml)ridge
Sidney Rosenberg .............. ................................Boston
.Tidius Rosenberg .............................................. Dorchester
—- John Santoro .....................................................East Boston
Frederick Adams Schwer ................................ Clinton. Conn.
Frank Joseph Scott ...........................................South Boston
Arthur Joseph Scully ...................... . Hingham
Bernard Myer Segal ........................................ Cambridge
^ Henry Selvitella ..............................................East Boston
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William Herbert Shannon ............................... Dorchester
Herbert Gardner Schwartzwalder................... Cambridge
Albert C. Sessa .......................................................Watertown
Jacob Shapiro ....................................................... Boston
Max Shaps ..............................................................Boston
Joseph L. Shea ..................................................... IloUiston
Francis James Sheehan ..................................... Dorchester
Francis Leo Sheehan ...........................................Winthrop
Jeremiah F. Sheolian ..........................................Somerville
Alfred Callistus Sheehy .................................... East Weymouth
John Joseph Sheehy .............................................South Boston
William Francis Sheehey .................................. Brighton
Albert Kayran Sidllnger .................................. Boston
Nathaniel Simmons .............................................Cambridge
Harry Arnold Singal .........................................Roxbury
Harry Benjamin Simons .................................. Chelsea
Charles John Skladzien...................................... Boston
Lloyd Irvine Small ...............................................Harvard
Henry Joseph Smith .............................................Lowell
Walter Edward Smith ...................................... Malden
John Francis Stanion ...................................... Hyde Park
Louis Martin Smith ...........................................Woburn
Harry N. Squires .................................................Boston
> Louis Henry Steinberg ...................................... Roxbury
Thaddeus Stepka .................................................Lawrence
Hyman Soloman Stern ...................................... Roxbury
James Francis Stynes ........................................ Somerville
Richard Joseph Sullivan .................................. Boston
William Leo Sullivan .........................................Woburn
Joseph Anthony Svagzdys ................................South Boston
Allen Newman Swain .........................................Newtonville
James Henry Sweeney .................................... Peabody
Leander Parker Symmes .................................. Beverly
James Edward Tetlow, Jr................................ Dorchester
Charles Leo Thebeau .........................................Boston
John Francis Thornton .....................................Roxbury
John Francis Thornton .....................................South Boston
John Joseph Tierney ........................................Boston
Herschel Thompson .............................................Everett . ^
.-Michael Tobin ........................................................Lynn /Or >
Charles Tocman ...................................................Malden
Walter Howard Tooker .................................... Allston
James Arthur Toole ...........................................Forest Hills
Samuel Toy ............................................................Boston
Eugene L. Tongas ................................................ Cambridge
Edward Aloysius Travers ................................Roxbury
Chester Brainard Traverse............................... Everett
'»»Roger Felix Turner .............................................Milton
Charles Albert Vaughn .......................................Medford Hillside
Stephen Charles Vishinskas .............................. South Boston
Henry William Vogel .........................................East Dedham
Vernon Howard Vyse .......................................South Boston
^ Frederick Richard Walsh ..............................Mattapan
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John Richard Walsh ....................................Dorchester
Peter Joseph Walsh ......................................Lynnfleld
AVilliam Francis Walsh ...............................Roxbury
Henry William Walter ................................ Brighton
Weston Colby Walter .................................. Needham
Alfred Clifton Walton ..............................Somerville
Samuel James Weiner....................................Boston
Joseph Charles Welch ...............................Roxbury
Edward Wexler ............................................. Lowell
Joseph Aloysius AVhalen .............................Roxbury
Grafton Samuel AVharton ............................. Allston
Joseph Aloysius Whelan .............................. Dorchester
Frank Leo AVhite ........................................Boston
John Thomas White .................................. Newton Centre
David William Whitmore, Jr....................... Lynn
Benjamin Wilson ........................................... Dorchester
William J. Woodford .................................. South Boston
Samuel Wulf .................................................Chelsea
Samuel George Zack .................................. Lynn
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Clagg ot 1020 (JFccgfiman Clagg)
Philip Abramovitz ............................................ Chelsea
Edward Acker ...................................................Brookline
Kaymond Joseph Adams ................................ Mattapan
Harry Adelson ...................................................Dorchester
Henry James Allen ........................................ Somerville
George Everett Amazeen ................................Chelsea
Michael Angelo Ambrose ................................ Boston
Walter Adolf Anderson .................................... Waltham
Theron Arthur Apollonio ................................Boston
Frank M. Archer, Jr.......................................... Brookline
James Henry Arnold ........................................Beverly
Arthur Wellesley Atkinson ............................ Needham Heights
•rEdward Peter Bacigalupo .............................. Boston
Harry Leland Bailey ...................................... Dorchester
Arthur Abraham Baker .................................. Malden
Arthur Harrison Baker ................................ .. Dorchester
Ralph Everett Baker ...................................... Brockton
Roy Whitaker Baker ...................................... Hopkinton, N. HV
Solomon Baker .................................................. Malden
Alfred Balden .................................................. .. West Roxbury
Arthur Ellsworth Balfour .............................. Brighton
Alexander Ballentine .................................... ... Maplewood
Edward Darcy Barrett .................................... Quincy
John Francis Barrett ...................................... Brookline
Robert Arthur Barrett .................................... Roxbury
William Charles Barrett ................................ Brookline
James Grant Barry .......................................... Dorchester
James Gregory Barry ...................................... Watertown
John Joseph Barry .......................................... Roxbury
William Joseph Barry .................................... Lawrence
William Allen Bartlett .................................... N. Attleboro
Arthur Henry Bastien .................................... Marlboro
Wilbur Irving Baum ...................................... East Boston
Herbert Wycliffe Baumgardner .................... Boston
John Joseph Beatty ........................................ South Boston
■>1 Thomas Joseph Beedem .................................. Dorchester
Anthony Joseph Benkoski .............................. Watertown
Charles Maxwell Bennett ..............................Roxbury
Harold Bertrand Bennlson ...........................Brookline
Harrison Daniel Bergin ................................Winthrop
Sigmund David Berman ................................ Providence, R. I. l,
Carl Freetiof Bergstrom ................................ East Lynn
Israel Berman .................................................... Roxbury
Edward Anthony Bianco ................................ East Boston
George Daniel Bigney .................................... East Cambridge
Daniel Silvio Bini .............................................Dorchester
Thomas Francis Birmingham ...................... Charlestown
William Joseph Birmingham ........................ Peabody
— Benjamin Black ................................................New Bedford
Norman Stephen Blanchard .........................West Somerville
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Louis Julius Blank ............................................ Lowell
George Elmer Bloomberg .................................. lioxbury
Jacob Blumciilbal ..............................................Boston
John Henry Bogiette ........................................Dorchester
Charles O’Hara Boland ....................................Boston
James Henry Boles ............................................ Lynn
Arthur Bolosky ................................................... . Cambridge
Joseph Leo Bourque ..................... .................. Lynn
John Edward Bowen, Jr...................................... Somerville
John Christy Lee Bowman .............................Dorchester
John Joseph Bradley ........................................ Boston
J(din Joseph Brady ...........................................Framingham
Joseph Jacob Biazden .................................... South Boston
James Joseph Brawders.......................................Salem
Herbert Andrew Brimmer ...........................  Lawrence
Alfred Joseph Bronski .................................. • Allston
Benjamin George Brooker ...........................  Dorchester
Harvey llaymond Brooks ........................... Dorchester
Allsert Leo Brophy ............................................Brighton
Walter Joseph Brown ......................................  Brighton
Boy McKinley Bryan ..........................................Winchester
John Henry Burke .............................................. Boston
I’atrick Joseph Burke ..................... ................Brighton
Edward Josei)h Bushnell ............................... Malden
Melvin Butter .......................................................Dorchester
John Bertrand Cadigan ........ Dorchester
I’aul Joseph Cahill .......................................... Lowell
Joseph Louis Calabro ........................................Waverley
Columbus Caliri ..................................... ..........  Lawrence
Joseph Caliri, Jr.................................................... Lawrence
John Francis Callahan ....................................... Dorchester
Enrico Camerlengo ............................................ East Boston
•lames Francis Campbell ....................... Dorchester
Malcolm Kirk Campbell ...............1.................. Somerville
I'aul AVilliam Carey .......................................... Allston
Charles A. Carlstrom ...................................... Roxbury
Adelberl Imuis Carpenter ........................... ■ Boston
•lohn Christopher Carr ......................................Medford
Lawrence William Carr ..................................Dorchester
(tharles Lennox Carter ......................................Mattapan
William Edward Castaldo ................................Boston
Charles Timothy Cavanagh ..............................Charlestown
Francis Xavier Cavanagh ................................ West Somerville
Edward Lawrence Chester ..............................Roxbury
Barney Chiplovitz ........................................ • • . Boston
•lames Arthur Churchward ........................... Roxbury
Thomas Bror.lev Ciesinski ...........................  Salem
William Ellsworth Clark ..................................Dorchester
•Mbert Henry Clay .............................................. IMalden
Itichard Mansfield Cleveland ......................... Brookline
r •lohn Joseph Coakley ........................................Norwood
•Mbert •!• Cohen ................................................  Boston
Bernard Cohen .............................................. .. • • Boston
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Kdwin Joseph Cohen ........................................ Hoxbury
Hyman Jacob Cohen .......................................... Uoxbury
Louis Cohen ................................................. • • • • tJielsea
Maurice Meyer Cohen ........................................Boston
Walter Tliomas Coleman ..................................Dorchester
Joseph I’aul Collins ............................................ .lamaica Plain
John Sherman Conlin ...................................... Nashua, N. II.
Francis Joseph Connarton ..............................CamluidKc
Andrew Francis Connell ...................................Brighton
Earle Augustine Connor .................................... Dorchester
William Henry Connors ................................. Medford
Edward Joseph Conroy ...................................Brookline
Henry Philip Conroy ........................................ Camlnidgo
Anthony James (’onsolmagno ......................... Medford
William Jei-emiah Conway ............................ ('amhridge
•loseph Cooney .....................................................Brookline
J. Raymond Corbett .................................. ■ • • Somerville
Edward Albert Cornier .................................. Brockton
Ernest Leslie Corson ........................................  Boston
Edmund Francis Paul Costello .....................Hartford, Conn.
William Leo Cotter ............................................ Charlestown
William Sylvester Cotter ..............................Lynn
Itarrv Norman Cotton ....................... ..............Worcester
Henry Caldwell Cotton ......................................Somervile
Lawrence LaPointe Cowan ..............................Boston
Frederick William Cox .................................. North Reading
Ceorge Robert Cox ..........................................  Brighton
Hugh Anthon.v Cox ..........................................  Dorchester
Murray AVinfleld Craig .................................. Mcdfo?-d
Frederick Henry Creed .............................. ■ • Boston
John Jo.seph Creedon ........................................ Malden
(’harles Timothy Cronan ..................................Holliston
Andrew Luke Cronin ........................................ Jamaica Plain
Bernard Michael Cronin ..................................Boston
Ambrose Edward Crowley ................................Brookline
Jerome Augustus Crowley ........................ ... t'harlestown
Paul Bernard Crudden ....................................Roxbury
Thomas James Cudmore ..................................Somerville
Joseph Vincent Cundari ....................................South Boston
Harold Dover Cunningham ............................Brookline
John Patrick Cunningham ................................South Boslon
Joseph Boyle Cunningham ............................... Dorchester
William Joseph Cunningham ...........................Somerville
George Edward Curle.v ....................................Roxbury
John Joseph Curran .......................................... Watertown
Peter Francis Curran ........................................ Jamaica Plain
William Currie ................................................... ('arabridge
Joseph Francis Cusick ......................................Brighton
. .lames Edward Cussen. Jr..................................Dorchester
, Joseph Francis Cussen ......................................Dorchester
Fre<lerick Paul Dacey ...................................... Brookline
John Sullivan Daly ............................................ Boston
William Michael Daly ...................................... Brockton
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Horace Amory Danforth .............................. West Newton
\ — Albert Hopkins Davis ...............................Ellsworth, Me.
' Bernard Reuben Davis  .............................. Dorchester
Francis Joseph Davis ................................ Winchester
Walter Francis Dawson .............................Lowell
Francis Edward Deady ...............................West Somervilie
Wiiliam Deane .............................................Wollaston
Arthur Michael DeGregory ........................Boston
Maurice Saul Deitch .................................... Chelsea
James Francis Delaney ............................... West Roxbury
John Joseph Delaney ..................................Brockton
Frank Paul Desmond ..................................Lawrence
John Francis Dever ......................................Wellesley
Thomas Emile Dickinson .............................Somerviile
Saverio DiDonato ........................................East Boston
Francis Joseph Dillon ..................................Roxbury
James Zelbon Diner .................................... Boston
Louis Joseph Dion ......................................Lynn
Ascanio diRago ...........................................Medford
Charles Edwin Dockrill ............................... West Medford
John William Doherty ................................ Woburn
Thomas Doherty ......................................... Cochituate
Thomas William Dolan .............................Somerville
Morris Dolnick .............................................Boston
William Daniel Harrison Donaghy ............ Dorchester
William John Donahue ................................ Dorchester
Patrick Leonard Donahue ...........................Dorchester
Harvey LeRoy Donald ................................ Watertown
Fred Francis Donnelly .............................Boston
John Joseph Donohue .............................. ...Quincy
John Thomas Donohue ................................ Roxbury
Albert Thomas Donovan ...........................Forest Hills
Edward Donovan ......................................... Dorchester
Michael James Donovan .............................Arlington
Timothy Francis Donovan .........................East Boston
Philip Henry Dorn ......................................Everett
Everett Benedict Dowe .............................. Lawrence
Robert Michael Dowe ................................ Lawrence
John Joseph Downey .................................. Salem
William Allen Downing .............................. Quincy
■'•Cornelius Joseph Driscoll ...........................Jamaica Plain
Walter Joseph Dwyer ................................ Boston
Alfred Lawrence Eames ........................... . Everett
Maxwell Edelman ....................................... Winthrop
Herbert Freeman Elkins .............................Boston
William Daniel Elliott ................................ Brookline
Carl Axel Ericson ....................................... Dorchester
William Eveler .............................................Boston
Henry Leonard Fallon ................................ Roxbur.v
James Vincent Fallon ................................ Roxbury
Robert Joseph Fallon ..................................Allston
Henry .Tames Farrell .................................. Charlestown
W John Thomas Farrell ................................ Fall River
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Michael Joseph Fay ......................................Brookline
John Paul Feenan ........................................Jamaica Piain
John Stanton Feeney ................................... Dorchester
John Daniel Fein ......................................... Chelsea
Harold Edgar Felch .................................... Ayer
Samuel Meyer Feldberg ...............................Boston
Harold Payson Felton .................................. Boston
^Max Samuel Ficksman ............................. Chelsea
Joseph Fine .................................................. Koxbury
Louis Finkelstein •...................................... Dorchester
James Edward Finnegan ..............................Cambridge
William Henry Finnegan .............................Malden
Philip A. Fish ............................................. . Dorchester
Emil Fisher ............................................. Boston
James Joseph Fitzgerald ...........................Milford
Kichard Sumner Fitzgerald ....................... Boston
Frank Joseph Flaherty ...............................South Boston
Thomas J. Fitzsimmons .............................. Dorchester
James Augustine Flaherty ......................... West Somerville
Joseph John Flanagan ................................ Roxbury
Walter Joseph Flanagan .............................Metiford
John Patrick Fleming .................................. Boston
James Joseph Flynn ..................................Melrose
John Francis Flynn .................................... Cliftondale
William Francis Fogarty ...........................Malden
Charles William Foley ................................ Roxbury
James Edward Foley ..................................Boston
• John Joseph Foley ........................................Lawrence
Lawrence Harold Foley .............................. Dorchester
Arthur John Forbes .................................. Quincy
Alfred Dana Foster ....................................Cambridge
Raymond Leo Foye ......................................Lowell
Morris Frank ................................................Dorchester
Ambrose Jeremiah Fraser ........................... Braintree
Fred Freedman ...........................................Chelsea
Morris Freedman ......................................... Roxbury
Frederick Albert Gage ................................ Malden
Frank Gainsboro ......................................... Roxbury
Jeremiah Gainey ......................................... Lynn
James Francis Gallagher ...........................South Braintree
John Joseph Gallagher ................................ Revere
Morris Gamer ............................................. Roxbury
Reuben Garber ..................... . ....................Boston
. Patrick Emmet Gavin .................................. Roxbury
Albert Clement Gennaco ........... ................. Brockton
Nicholas Anestes Giagias .............................Lowell
David Joseph Gibbons ................................ Boston
Renton Leonard Giblin ...............................East Boston
George Reginald Gibson ...............................Boston
Donald Angus Gillis .................................... Dorchester
Thomas Howard Gilroy ............................. No. Attleboro
Henry Glebow ...............................................Jamaica Plain
Louis Isaac Glen ......................................... Lynn
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Arthur Francis Gobron ....................................Cambridge
Edmund Leo Godvin ........................................ Boston
James Francis Goggin .................................... South Boston
'I’homas Edward Goggin ................................ South Boston
Jiathew Allen Golburgh .................................. Cambridge
Abrabam Goldberg ........................................... Dorchester
Philip Bernard Goldberg ................................ Roxbury
IJoyd Kenneth Golding .................................. Beverly
Hyman Goldman ............................................... Dorchester
John Joseph Gonnella .................................... Boston
Edward Warren Goodale .............................. Everett
Byron Moulton Goodenough ............................Brighton
Edgar Foster Gordon .................................... Boston •
Charles Edward Grace ....................................Holyoke
John William Gnidv ........................................  Somerville
Edward Joseph Gramer .................................. Roxbury
Robert Lewis Grant . ..................................... Holl>rook
James William Green ................................... Andover
Oliver Francis Green ..................................... Winthrop
Frank John Greene ......................... .......... . Charlestown
Thomas Joseph Griffin .................................... Brighton /
Giacomo Grillo ................................................... Boston
Simon Grinspoon ................................................ West Newton
Ernest Rutherford Groves ............................ Needham
Samuel Harry Gurvitz .................................... Boston
George Haddad ...................................................Boston
Charles Lawton Haggerty ..............................Winchestei- it, j ^ >—
George Francis Haggerty .............................. Lowell 1 5 3/
James Melrose Hamilton ................................ Cambridge
Francis Sarsfield .\lovsius Hanley ............. Dorchester
Joseph Michael Hanley .................................. Somerville
John Vincent Hanlon ...................................... Oliftondale
Joseph Patrick Hanlon .................................... South Boston
Elerson Portus Hardy ...................................... Cambridge
John Joseph Harrington ................................ Dorchester
Joseph Edward Harrington ............... .......... Somerville
Frederick .John Harris .................................... Jamaica Plain
Grafton Hart ..................................................... ^larblehead
Joseph ;Morton Hartnett .................................. East Dedham
William Aloysius Hartnett ............................ Ea.st Boston
Ernest Gordon Harvey ......................................Winthroj)
Frank Haskins .....................................................Boston
Stephen Cleaves Hatch .................................... Jamaica Plain
Harold Douglas Havden ................................. Milton
Edward Patrick Hayes ....................................Brighton
George Patrick Haves ...................................... Roxbury
Wilbur Garland Hayward ..............................Everett
Maurice Joseph Healey ................................. Chelsea
Harry Clark Helms ............................................Newton
Rema John Henderson ................................. Newton Highlands
Daniel Edward Hennesse.v, Jr......................... Dorchester
Joseph Francis Hennessey ..............................Lynn
Thomas Charles Hennessey ..............................Ijynn
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William Michael Hoar ...................................... Salem
Frederick William Hocliberg, Jr..................... Attleboro
Ua.vmond Jackson Iloitt ................................ Wollaston
Anthony Sylvester Hohman .......................... Abington
John Andrew Holland ...................................... Allston
Manuel Samuel Hookailo ................................Roxbnry
Raymond Joseph Horan ....................................Roxbury
Raymond Joseph Horgan ..................................Somerville
AVilliam Charles Horneman ........................... Mattapan
Jacob IMctar Horvitz ........................................ Chelsea
David Francis Houlihan ..................................Brockton
Hubert John Hughes .......................................... Newton Dower Falls
William James Hunt, Jr..................... .............. East Boston
I.aurence Edward Hurley ................................Medford
JIaurice Meade Hurley ....................................Charlestown
Elmore AValter Hussey ...................................... Dynn
Alfred Deo Blutchinson ...................................... Dorchester
Sydney Prank Hyde .................................. .. Roxbury
Harry Hlman ....................................................... Roxbury
Alfred Wesley Ingalls ...................................... Dynn
John Joseph Irwin .............................................Medford
Russell Henry Jackson ...................................... South Boston
Wilson Carl Jainsen .......................................... Cambridge
John Edward Johnson ....................................Roxbury
Philip Reynolds Johnson ..................................Franklin
David Joseph Katz .............................................Dorchester
Edward Vincent Keating ..................................South Boston
Thomas Anthony Kelleher ........................... Salem
Charles Augustus Kelley ................................... Dorchester
Edward C. Kelley ........................................ .. Brookline
John Kelley ........................................................... Boston
Joseph Henry Kelley .......................................... Malden
Hugh Patrick Kelley .......................................... Brookline
Deo F. Kelley ........................................ .................Somei-ville
William James Kenefick .................................. Allston
Thomas Stephen Kennedy ................................Roxbury
Thomas Francis Kenney ..................................Wakefield
Alfred Edward Keongh ....................................Alelrose
John Thomas Keves .......................................... Dorchester
Harold Edward Kiley .................................. ...Peabody
John Aloysius Kilroy ........................................ Dorchester
John Henry King .............................................. Somerville
Michael Jo.seph King .......................................... South Boston
Justin Norman Kirk ................... ............ ... East Boston
Thomas Kirwnn ...................................................Medford
Hyman Benjamin Klane ..................................Malden
Douglas Ewart Knight ....................................Boothbay. Me.
Frank William Kotler ......................................Cambridge
William Francis Krake .................................... Dorchester
Anselmo Krigger .................................................Cambridge
William Joseph Kyle ........................................ Charlestown
Santo DaFauce ..................................................... Somerville
Joseph Thomas Damb ........................................ Quincy
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•William Gerard Hennessey ....................... Lynn
Clement Michael Henry ................................Charlestown
David Charles Henry .................................. Rosllndale
John Patrick Herlihy .................................. Cambridge
Charles William Henry Hewitt ..................Providence, R. I.
Robert Raymond Hewett ...........................Newburyport
Thomas Edward Hickey ...............................Dorchester
John Henry Higgins ................................ . Peabody _ _ :
Bradley Lyon Hill ........................................Wollaston
John Stevenson Hill ......... .......................... Wakefield
David Joseph Hilliard ................................ Cambridge
Thomas Lamb ............................................... Somerville
Vincent Lamonica ..........................................East Boston
Eldred Wilson Larkin ..................................Andover
Harold Earl Larkin .................... ............... Bradford
Edward Leo Laundrlgan .............................Dorchester
Pierre Francis laivedan ...............................Boston
James Joseph Lawlor .................................. Chelsea
Charles Boswick Lawrence ......................... South Boston
John Edward Lawson .................................. Boston
• James Francis Lawton ................................ East Boston
David Irving Leary .................................. Medford
Nathan Leavitt .............................................Boston
Charles Lebowich ......................................... Roxbury
Abraham Lemelman ....................................Boston
David Allen Lenk ......................................... Winthrop
Patrick Leonard ....................................... Jamaica Plain
William Charles Leonard ...........................Charlestown
Robert Jacob Leupold .................................. Lawrence
Jacob Morris Levenson ...............................Roxbury
Louis Benjamin Levenson ...........................Roxbury
Grant Robert Levine ....................................Boston
Ellis Levitan ................................................ South Boston
Saul Bernhardt Levitan ...............................Dorchester
Maurice Lewenberg ......................................Brookline
Charles Henry Lewis .................................. Boston
Barney Lezberg ...........................................Boston
Frank George Lichtenstein ......................... Boston
Leo Samuel Lisker ........................................Dorchester
George Francis Livingston ......................... Cambridge
Daniel Ignatius Lucey ................................ Malden
Joseph Frederick Lundy ...............................Boston
Joseph Benedict Lyons ................................. Charlestown
Harold William Lyons ................................ Boston
John Stephen Lyons ......................................Dorchester
Lawrence James Lyons .............................. West Stoughton
P. Austin MacCormack ................................ Winthrop
Clarence MacDonald ....................................Bast Boston
Joseph Francis MacDonald ......................... Charlestown
William Joseph MacHale .............................Jamaica Plain
Robert Lawrence MacKenzie ..................... West Roxbury
Charles Henry Mackle ................................ South Boston
Donald MacLean ......................................... Malden
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Harry Edward MacLeod ..................................Dorchester
Theodore Billings Maddern ..............................Norwood
I'T-ancis Edward Magennis ............................. Medford
Thomas Francis Maguire ...............................Roxbury
Abraham Mahler .................................................Dorchester
Arthur Joseph Mahoney ..................................Boston
James Patrick Mahoney ..................................Somerville
Otto Henry Maier ............................................ Jamaica Plain
itiggo Maiocchi .......................................................Woburn
Francis Alhponse Jlajeski .............................. Chelsea
James Harvey Malone .....................................Boston
John D. Malone .................................................. Lynn
George Maren .......................................................Roxbury
Anthony Marino .................................................Avon
Stanley Van Ness Markland ..................... ■ . . Medford
Francis Daley Man- .......................................... South Weymouth
Frank C. Marshall ........................................ . •. Melrose
(tharles Reginald Marsh .................................. South Boston
Charles William Martin .................................Boston ^
Daniel Edward Martin ......................................Lowell 3 ^S' /Yl £t/a H i-l
John Joseph Martin, Jr. ................................Boston
Charles Patrick Matthews, Jr........................... Jamaica Plain
James Crawford Maxwell ................................Boston
Cornelius Augustine McAuliffe .....................Allston
John Harold McAuliffe ......................... . Lawrence
Daniel Francis McBride ....................................Medford
.lohn Thomas McCabe ........................................Lowell
Rugene Joseph McCarthy ................................Chelsea
Francis Michael McCarthy ..............................Dorchester
Frank Daniel McCarthy .....................................Jamaica Plain
Jeremiah Joseph McCarthy ........................... Medford
Jeremiah Lawrence McCarthy .....................Cambridge
John Harnett McCarthy ....................................South Boston
Justin Jeremiah McCarthy ...........................Cambridge
Charles Richard McCauley ............................. Woburn
Frank Angus McCusker ....................................Waltham
.\lfred Augustine McDavitt ......................... .. Reading
Paul John McDonald ........................................Chelsea
Thomas Curley Augustine McDonnell .. . Quincy
Terrence Matthew McGovern ......................... I^ynn
('hristopher M. McGrath ..................................Medford
William McGrath ...............................................Salem
Thomas Joseph McGreal ..................................Somersworth. N. H.
.lames Francis McHugh ............................. ...Boston
James Harvey Mclnerney ................................Roxbury
Benton McIntyre ...................................................Boston
Charles James McKenna ..................................Waltham
Ernest Augustine McKenna ........................... East Boston
.leremiah Joseph McKenna ............................ Roxbury
William Edward McKnight ..........................Boston
Cornelius Edward McLaughlin ..................... Cambridge
Francis James McJjanghlin ........................... Brighton
Richard Joseph Mclvaughlin ........................... Charlestown
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Frank Cleveland McLean ................................East Boston
Bussell Harrison McLean ................................Cambridge
James David McNamara ..................................Lynnfleld
Daniel Francis McNeil ....................................Beverly
Edmond Joseph Mead ........................................ Woburn
Daniel James Meany ...................................... •. Brookline
Henry Stanley Meekins ..................................West Newton
Paul Pacheco Mello .......................................... Peabody
Herbert Paul Melzian ........................................ Brookline
Leo Arthur Meltzer ...........................................Eoxbury
Clifton Merriman ...............................................Cambridge
Demetrius John Michalaros ........................... Eoxbury
Edward D’Arcy Mlllea ......................................Boston
Philip Millen ... ................................ ...................Dorchester
James Miraglia ........................................ ..........East Boston
Edward Moloney .................................................Brookline
Frank Patrick Moloney ....................................Milford
Eaymond Wallace Moore ................................Milton
Edwin C. Moody ...................................................Ballardvale
William Joseph Monahan ................................Eoxbury
Nicholas Moscato .................................................Boston
Albert Edward Morris ...................................... Everett
Irvin William Moran ........................................ Dorchester
Henry Joseph Moulton ...................................... Cambridge
Timothy Carney Moynihan ............................Lowell
John Jennings Mullaney .................................. Concord
Carl Childs Mullen ............................................ Newtonville
William Daniel Muller ....................................Eoxbury
Antony Mulligan ...................................................Dorchester
Frederick Lawrence Murphy ..........................Wareham
James Arthur Murphy ...................................... Lowell
John Dennis Murphy ........................................West Somerville
<-John Edgeworth Murphy .................................. Peabody
John Nathaniel Murphy ..................................Eoxbury
John Stephen Murphy ..........................................Somerville
Leo Timothy Murphy ........................................ Lowell
Neil JoseiJh Jlurphy .......................................... Lynn
Patrick Francis Murphy ................................Dorchester
Henry Thomas Murray ......................................Somerville
'^Samuel Nadelman ...............................................Dorchester
'w. David Gerard Nagle .......................................... South Boston
Patrick Francis Xavier Nagle ..................... South Boston
Stewart Arthur Nash ...................................... Eoxbury
Frank Albert Neelon .......................................... Chelsea
Ealph Jonas Newcomb ...................................... Quincy
David Donald Nicoll ..........................................Somerville
Martin Lawrence Niland .................................. Medford
Frederick Nissenbaum ................ Somerville
Philip Edward Nollman ....................................Dorchester
James Harold Noonan .................................... .Lynn
Francis James Noonan ...................................... Malden
Cyril Dexter Norton .......................................... Chilmark
James William Norton ...................................... Medford
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Joseph Carlton Norton .................................... Dorchester
David Leo O’Brien .......................................... East Boston
John Leo O’Brien ............................................ Dorchester
Martin Patrick O’Brien .................................. Lowell
William Basil O’Brien .......................... ......... Dorchester
Timothy Francis O’Brien .............................. Camt)ridge
Henry O’Connell .............................................. Itoxhury
Edward Francis O’Connor .............................. Boston
Ignatius Jerome O’Connor .............................. Boston
James Patrick O’Connor ................................ Brighton
Thomas John O’Connor .................................. Cambridge
Thomas Joseph O’Daly, Jr. .......................... Dorchester
Joseph Anthony O’Malley .............................. Boston
Max Isaac Omansky ...................................... Boston
John Gregory O’Neill ...................................... Somerville
Patrick Joseph O’Neill .................................. Roxlniry
Frank Navier OTtegan ....................................Allston
Hugh Henrv O’Regan ...................................... Allston
Charles Leo O’Reilly ........................................ Roxbury
William Cairhre O’Rourke ............................ Boston
A1 Louis Ostrows .............................................. Boston
Joseph Clarence Page .................................... Boston
Russell Smith Palmer .......................................Somerville
Samuel Fernald Parker ................................ Lynn
Dirnn Hairabed Pashalian ............................ Boston
Royal Bartlett Patriquin .............................. Mansfield
Edgar Harper Peavey ...................................... Ahington
Joseph Jack Peltz .......................................... Boston
itioses Perlmutter ...............................................East Boston
Charles Louis Perriello ...................................Boston
Fred Aaron Pertes .......................................... Boston
Edward Peters ....................................................JJattapan
John Louis Pichette ..........................................Arlington
. Guy Thomas Piscopo ...................................... East Boston
Edward Joseph Plehowicz .............................. Dorchester
Joseph Peter Plevack .......................................South Boston
Abraham Plotkin .............................................. Dorchester
John Kenneth Plummer ...................................Winchester
Samuel Polimer ................................................. Dorchester
David Pollard .................................................... Boston
.Joseph Bernard Power ................................Mattapan
Thomas Charles Power .................................. Allston
George James Prentice .................................... Piomerville
Raymond Edward Horace Preston ............ Lynn
Stephen Prodan ................................................ Boston
Roliert Puleo ................................................... East Bo.ston
William Francis Pumphret ............................East Boston
George Thomas Pyne ................................ . Malden
John Aloysius Quilty ...................................... Dorchester
AVilliam Edward Quilty .................................. Dorchester
James Francis Quinn .......................... ........... Cambridge ^ A ^ ^ •>
James Francis Quirk ...................................... Milford /
Joseph Stephen Quirk .................................... Somerville '
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Francis Xavier Albert Readdy .................... Milton
John Joseph Reardon ...................................... South Rostou
Frank Clinton Regan ...................................... South Boston
.John Frederick Regan .................................... Boston
James Joseph Regan ......................................... Brighton
Louis Galan Reguera ......................................Boston
Frank Eugene Reilly ...................................... Jamaica Plain
Reuben Resnick ..............................................  Boston
Edmund Francis Richards ............................Peabody
Oliver W^man Richardson ............................ Stonehnm
James Joseph Riley .......................................... South Boston
^John Joseph Riley ............................ ............. Norwood
John Joseph Riordan ...................................... Charlestown
Matthew Lawrence Ring .............................. Somerville
Louis John Roazen .......................................... Dorchester
James Francis Robertson ..............................Revere
Calvin Robinson ................................................ Loweli
Andrew Francis Roche ....................................Dorchester
Patrick George Roche ...................................... Marlboro
JIaurice Rogovin ................................................Malden
Edward Romanow ............................................ Dorchester
Edward Rood ..................................................... Allston
Samuel Rosen .................................................... Roxbury
Jacob Harold Rosengard ................................Dorchester
V J ulius Rosengard .............................................. Dorchester
Donald Alexander Ross ............................... Roxbury
Albert Rothera .................................................. Watertown
Charles Edward Itowe .................................... Marlboro
John William Ruby .......................................... Boston
Francis Wilfred Ruel ...................................... Boston
Jose Pedro Arbona Ruiz ................................ Boston
Clifford Alfred Rummel ..................................Newton
Gabriel Ruscitti ................................................ Boston
Earl Eduvard Ryan ................ ..........................Haverhill
Nathan Sallop .................................................... Roxbury
Max Sandler ........................................................Boston
David Sava .......................................................... Dorchester
Orvis Houghton Saxby ........ ............................Stoneham
James Francis Scanlan .............. . Roxbury
Fred C. Scanza .................................................. Boston
Howard Ernest Schneider .............................. Boston
Arthur Stephen Scipione ................................ Newtonville
Charles Scipione ................................................ Newtonville
Philip Seletsky .................................................. Dorchester
Lee Paul Senecal ............................................ Willimansett
Clifford Thomas Joseph Sennott ..................Roxbury
Alexander Seserman ........................................ Roxbury
Joseph Herbert Sharrillo ..................................Medford
Herbert Parker Shaughnessy ........................ Boston
Joseph Lester Shea .......................................... Holliston
Joseph Thomas Shea ...................................... . Cambridge
Ralph Joseph Shea .......................................... Mattai)an
Thomas Christopher Shea ............................Somerville
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Michael Joseph Sheedy .................................... South Boston
Francis Xavier Sheehan ................................ Dorchester
John Joseph Sheehan .................................... Lynn
John Augustin Sheridan ................................  Dorchester
Frederick Augustus Sherwood ...................... South Boston
Maurice Wolfe Shlager .................................... Boston
David Sholk ........................ ..............................Mloxbury
Ceorge Ambrose Shortle ................................ Quincy
Benny Shumrak .................................................. Chelsea
Edward Augustus Shyne ................................ Quincy
Joseph Benjamin Simberg .............................. Dorchester
Carl Fernold Simpson ...................................... Wilmington
Jacob Sirvetz .......................................................W. Lynn
Edward Joseph Skladzien................................ Boston
^ Charles Slowey .................................................. Lowell
Charles Warren Smith .................................. Stow
Harvey Alexander Smith .......................... .... Somerville
James Henry Smith ...................................... Cambridge
William Henry Smith .....................................Lynn
AVilliam Joseph Smith, Jr................................ Dorchester
Adolph Handall Soderberg ..............................Somerville
Charles Michael Sproule.................................. Camla idge
Harry Newell Squires, Jr..................................Belmont
Thomas Albert Starr ...................................... Jamaica Plain
Charles Vincent Statuti .................................. East Boston
David Steinberg ................................................ Boston
Harry Steinberg .................................................Koxbury
Bruce Atwood Stevens .................................... Hyde Park
Edward Louis Strobell .................................. Stoneham
Frank Joseph Stuart ......................................Everett
Arthur Thomas Sullivan .................................. Lynn
Edward John Sullivan .................................... Cambridge
James Edward Sullivan .................................. Dorchester
Joseph Benedict Sullivan ................................ South Boston
Laurence Cornelius Sullivan .......................... Milton
Samuel Henry Sullivan, Jr.............................. South Boston
William Albert Sullivan ................................ Roxbury
Bernard Lawrence Sweeney ..........................Boston
Benjamin Julius Tackeff ................................ Dorchester
Robert Joseph Tagen ...................................... Roxbury
Roy Fernandes Teixeira ................................ Boston
Thomas Bonaventure Tlernan ...................... Brookline
"V Edward Joseph Tighe ...................................... Lowell
John Francis Tirrell, Jr.................................... Jamaica Plain
> Morton William Titlebaum ............................ Boston
Francis Matthew Tobin .................................. South Boston
Timothy Tobin ............ ........................................Roxbury
Matthew Joseph Todd .................................... Boston
Eugene Letendre Tougas ................................ Cambridge
George Irving Towner .................................... Hyde Park
Frank Herbert Townsend ............................... Somerville
Joseph Charles Trainer .................................. Lynn




Leo Louis Trudel ................................................ Lowell
Felix Fenton Turley .......................................... Forest Hills
Everett Winslow Turner ..................................Cambridge
Joseph Anthony Urbano ....................................Portland, Me.
Gilbert Cleophas Vanasso ................................Boston
Oscar Pasquale Vigliane ..................................Quincy
Abraham Samuel Vigoda ................................Boston
Louis Villani ......................................................... Waterbury, Conn.
iTheodore von Rosenvinge, Jr.......................... Everett
Augustine Thomas Waldron ............................Medford Hillside
Norman Augustus AValker ................................East Weymouth
William Pinkerton Walker ..............................Boston
Frederick Joseph Walsh ..................................Boston
James Gregory Walsh ...................................... Forest Hills
John Francis Walsh ...........................................Boston
.John Francis Walsh ............................................ Brighton
Richard Augustus AValsh ..................................Salem
Arthur Francis Ward ........................................ Roxbury
Forest Henry Ward .......................................... Malden
Harry .Jackson Ward .......................................... Allston
Jjeo Joseph Waskelewicz ..................................New Britain, Conn.
Raymond Wason ...................................................Brookline
George Jere Watters .......................................... Somerville
Saul Weinberger ...................................................Dorchester
James Edward Welch ........................................ South Boston
Martin Joseph Welch ...................................... Scituate
Howard U Welt ...................................................Quincy
William Chester AVentworth ............................Somerville
Henry Pitman AVhite ........................................ Jjynn
John Joseph AVhite ............................................ Forest Hills
Michael White .......................................................Boston
Arthur Aloysiiis AViiolley ................................Roxbury
Daniel Patrick Williams ..................................Boston
Robert AA^illiam AVilson ....................................Cambridge
AA’illinm .Toseidi AATlson ....................................Dorchester
James Joseph AA’inston ...................................... East Boston
John Edward AA'inston ......................................Easi Boston
.Joseph Wolfhonok ...............................................Roxbury
Charles AVolfsohn .................................................Boston
George Bernard AA'olstenholme ........................Newton Centre
Roland J.ewis AA’ood .......................................... Beverly
Paul AA’illiams AA'orcester ................................Allston
Benjamin A’arckin ...............................................Roximry




Senior Class .................................. 93
Special Seniors .............................. 31
Junior Class .................................. 219
Sophomore Class .......................... 438





DEAN GLEASON L. ARCHER
Eato
“Law Office and Court Procedure,” 1910 $3.75
“Ethical Obligations of the Lawyer,” 1910 3.75
“The Law of Contracts,” second edition, 1916 3.60
“The Law of Agency,” 1915 2.75
“The Law of Torts,” 1916 2.75
“Principles of Equity and Trusts,” 1918 3.60
“The Law of Evidence,” 1919 2.75
“Criminal Law,” 1923 2.75
“Introduction to the Study of Law in Suffolk Law
School,” 1919 .75
“Building a Scliool,” 1919
A vivid portrayal of the successful struggle of 
Suffolk Law School for equal privileges with 
other schools.
(To students of Suffolk, $1.00.)
$1.25
G4
Puritan Linotype 
Cambrirtfre. Mass.
